
Useful Ressources 
The most recent items are listed first below.

There is no specific classification. Due to censorship, some of the Facebook links 
below may no longer work.

If you understand French, the compilation of both French and English content at 
https://www.cqlpe.ca/pdf/Ressources_utiles.pdf contains far more material 

(33,900 words and 579 links)

Kim Iversen: Emails REVEAL Fauci & Collins COLLUDED To Smear Scientists, 
SHUT DOWN Scientific Debate - Twitter suspends Dr Malone - Same 
persecution as Galileo
https://youtu.be/3jT59eDDB7U

Data from Denmark and Ontario Canada, reveal the majority of those now 
infected with Covid are among the vaccinated, proving MAJOR vaccine failure. 
27 déc. 2021
https://youtu.be/mg0ioZzaEJk

This is what the COVID weapon of mass distraction allows the military-industrial 
complex to do…

US Congress approves massive $770 billion war budget (16/12/2021) 
https://countercurrents.org/2021/12/us-congress-approves-massive-770-billion-
war-budget/
By an overwhelming bipartisan margin of 88-11, the US Senate voted 
Wednesday to approve the largest military budget in history, nearly $770 billion, 
some $25 billion more than the Biden administration had requested. 
... The single highest hardware expenditure is an additional $6.8 billion to buy 85 
F-35 fighters built by Lockheed Martin, adding to the most lucrative weapons 
contract ever awarded by the Pentagon.  Congress approved 12 more F/A-18 
Super Hornet fighters than the Pentagon requested and five more Boeing 
F-15EX jets on top of the 12 requested, as well as increasing the number of new 
Navy ships from 8 to 13, added to the existing fleet of nearly 500 vessels, the 
world’s largest.  The US Navy is larger than the navies of the next 13 countries 
combined, according to a 2015 estimate, when considering total tonnage of the 
ships it deploys, including 11 huge aircraft carriers and nine helicopter carriers—
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as many as the rest of the world combined.  The strategic orientation of the huge 
military bill is to prepare for war against Russia, China or both. As the New York 
Times acknowledged, “The legislation’s main focus—shifting attention from 
ground conflicts in the Middle East in favor of a renewed concentration on Beijing 
and Moscow—aligns with the foreign policy vision Mr. Biden outlined this summer 
as he ended America’s 20-year war in Afghanistan.”  The main changes in the 
NDAA from the White House request were to add even more funding for the 
build-up against China and Russia. The bill authorizes $7.1 billion for the Pacific 
Deterrence Initiative (PDI), a cross-services effort directed against China, $2 
billion more than the Pentagon initially sought. It authorizes $4 billion for the 
European Deterrence Initiative, directed against Russia, $570 million more than 
requested, and increases military aid to Ukraine from the $250 million sought by 
the Pentagon to $300 million.

Meanwhile…

UN report: Pandemic year marked by spike in world hunger 
https://www.who.int/news/item/12-07-2021-un-report-pandemic-year-marked-by-
spike-in-world-hunger
Africa posting biggest jump. World at critical juncture, must act now for 2030 
turnaround. … More than half of all undernourished people (418 million) live in 
Asia; more than a third (282 million) in Africa; and a smaller proportion (60 
million) in Latin America and the Caribbean. But the sharpest rise in hunger was 
in Africa, where the estimated prevalence of undernourishment – at 21 percent of 
the population – is more than double that of any other region.  On other 
measurements too, the year 2020 was sombre. Overall, more than 2.3 billion 
people (or 30 percent of the global population) lacked year-round access to 
adequate food: this indicator – known as the prevalence of moderate or severe 
food insecurity – leapt in one year as much in as the preceding five combined.

THESE ARE THE WORLD’S 10 HUNGRIEST COUNTRIES IN 2021 (October 
14, 2021) 
https://www.concernusa.org/story/worlds-hungriest-countries/

The COVID-19 pandemic has set back progress towards the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goal of Zero Hunger by 2030. Current predictions 
show that the world as a whole — and 47 countries in particular — will fail to 
achieve even low hunger within the next nine years.  
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THE TRUTH IS COMING OUT BUT IT'S TOO LATE FOR MANY AND OTHERS 
STILL WON'T LISTEN
https://www.bitchute.com/video/mOTjAO3JNkve/

NEUROSCIENCE, NEURO-WEAPONS & 5G (THE VOICES IN YOUR HIVE 
MIND HEAD, WILL BE ADVANCED TECH!)
https://www.bitchute.com/video/EQ6p7XSkql5N/
Imagine, after watching this, how dark the future will be if we let these AI-
meditated mind control systems dictate what humanity will become.

RICARDO DELGADO - ''ALL JABS TESTED FOUND TO CONTAIN 
NANOROUTERS'' 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/e7kU0sEIPMIu/

PCR Tests and the Rise of Disease Panic (DECEMBER 2, 2021) 
https://brownstone.org/articles/pcr-tests-and-the-rise-of-disease-panic/
… Even the inventor of PCR, Kary Mullis, who won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry 
in 1993, vehemently opposed using PCR to diagnose diseases: “PCR is a 
process that’s used to make a whole lot of something out of something. It allows 
you to take a very miniscule amount of anything and make it measurable and 
then talk about it like it’s important.“
… By the CDC’s own admission, in its instructions for use of PCR tests:  
Detection of viral RNA may not indicate the presence of infectious virus or that 
2019-nCoV is the causative agent for clinical symptoms.  From that statement 
alone it’s clear that PCR tests may give a false representation that is untrue or 
misleading. If those using PCR tests to represent the number of Covid cases and 
deaths know it may be misleading and do it to ‘make a gain,’ either monetary or 
just to advance their own careers, it’s ‘fraud by false representation.’

The WHO Confirms that the Covid-19 PCR Test is Flawed: Estimates of “Positive 
Cases” are Meaningless. The Lockdown Has No Scientific Basis
https://www.globalresearch.ca/nucleic-acid-testing-technologies-use-polymerase-
chain-reaction-pcr-detection-sars-cov-2/5739959

A massive camp/prison built during Lockdown in the United Kingdom. It even has 
a crematorium on site
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=445662723604494

Pfizer to Test 3rd COVID Shot in Kids Under 5 After Two Doses Fall Short 
(12/20/21)
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https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pfizer-test-third-covid-shot-kids-
under-five/
Pfizer and BioNTech will expand their clinical trial to include a third dose of their 
COVID vaccine on infants and children 6 months to 5 years old after the 
company said two doses failed to trigger a sufficient immune response in 2- to 5-
year-olds.  
… If three doses trigger a sufficient immune response, the companies expect to 
submit the data to regulators in the first half of the year, The Washington Post 
reported.  “It is important to note that this adjustment is not anticipated to 
meaningfully change our expectations that we would file for Emergency Use 
Authorization and conditional approvals in the second quarter of 2022,” Jansen 
said. 
… According to Pfizer’s press release, the phase 1/2/3 trial initially enrolled up to 
4,500 children ages 6 months to under 12 in the U.S, Finland, Poland and Spain 
from more than 90 clinical trial sites.
… The most recent data from the People’s Vaccine Alliance reveal Pfizer, 
BioNTech and Moderna are making combined profits of $65,000 every 
minute, or $93.5 million a day.   In its Q3 financial statement, Pfizer forecasts 
$36 billion in vaccine revenue for 2021, although gross profit from the revenue is 
split 50/50 with BioNTech.   During a February earnings call, Pfizer CEO Albert 
Bourla assured investors that as initial demand for its COVID vaccine subsides, 
the company could make significant profits by charging higher prices and 
implementing routine booster doses for new variants of the virus.  During the 
Barclays Global Health Conference in March, CFO Frank D’Amelio said the 
company doesn’t see vaccination as a one-time event, but “as something 
that’s going to continue for the foreseeable future.”
Parmi les nombreux commentaires sous cet article: “What kind of parents put 
their babies and toddlers in a clinical trial, subjecting them to unknown chemicals 
and crap that may damage them for life? It's akin to child sacrifices!” Answer: 
Those who should NEVER be allowed to have children! I see so many toddlers 
with the muzzle on their face, I really want to smack the parents upside the head! 
Actually; whenever I pass such a scene; I yell "CHILD ABUSE" and I don't care 
what anyone thinks about that, because CHILD ABUSE is exactly what it is!
… If you go by the current laws, the parents are also liability free. Anyone who 
manufactures, administers or aids in the administration (the parent) are free from 
all liability for their actions.
… They are lying right to our faces! Why are parents even listening to this after 
seeing what this shot is doing to adults and children??!! Why would anyone that 
can reason ever take a baby or child to get this poison?? Makes me so angry!!! 
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— Cognitive Dissonance; Mass Formation; stupidity; apathy and indifference; 
pure evil… take your pick!
… If we were to compare kids in less developed country with ours, those kids 
didn't have that many vaccines on their bodies yet they are doing perfectly 
alright. They don't have all the childhood disorder. My friend who moved to South 
America was surprised that kids over there don't have peanut butter allergy at all; 
the allergy was unheard of.
… How ridiculous… an immune response to what the poison adjuvants in all 
these witches brew toxic jabs. The insidious roll out of so many jabs to children 
has produced a simultaneous uptick in childhood illnesses and auto immune 
diseases such as allergies,asthma, ADD, ADHD, diabetes, cancer etc. All this 
does is ruin a child's immune system.
… The third dose increases immunity, so after the fourth dose you are protected. 
Once 90% of the population has received the fifth dose, the restrictions can be 
relaxed as the sixth dose stops the virus from spreading. I am calm and believe 
that the seventh dose will solve our problems and we have no reason to fear the 
eighth dose. The clinical phase of the ninth dose confirms that the antibodies 
remain stable after the tenth dose. The eleventh dose guarantees that no new 
mutations will develop, so there is no longer any reason to criticize the idea of the 
twelfth dose.

CDC Monitoring 8 Cases of Heart Inflammation in 5- to 11-Year-Olds Who Got 
Pfizer Vaccine  (12/20/21)
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-heart-inflammation-children-
pfizer-vaccine/
On the same day the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention said it was 
aware of eight cases of heart inflammation in 5- to 11-year-olds vaccinated with 
Pfizer’s COVID vaccine, Pfizer and BioNTech announced they would seek full 
approval for their Comirnaty COVID vaccine for children 12 through 15.

Before your child is injected, watch Dr. Robert Malone’s statement on child 
COVID vaccinations - By PHYSICIANS AND MEDICAL SCIENTISTS
https://globalcovidsummit.org/news/live-stream-event-physicians-alerting-parents 

Before you vaccinate your child, which is irreversible and potentially permanently 
damaging, find out why 15,000 physicians and medical scientists around the 
world signed a declaration publicly declaring that healthy children should NOT be 
vaccinated for COVID-19.
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… Before you inject your child - a decision that is irreversible - I wanted to let you 
know the scientific facts about this genetic vaccine, which is based on the mRNA 
vaccine technology I created:  There are three issues parents need to 
understand:  

• The first is that a viral gene will be injected into your children's cells.   

• This gene forces your child’s body to make toxic spike proteins.   

• These proteins often cause permanent damage in children’s critical organs, 
including    

• Their brain and nervous system   

• Their heart and blood vessels, including blood clots   

• Their reproductive system, and   

• This vaccine can trigger fundamental changes to their immune system   

The most alarming point about this is that once these damages have occurred, 
they are irreparable    

• You can’t fix the lesions within their brain   

• You can’t repair heart tissue scarring   

• You can’t repair a genetically reset immune system, and   

• This vaccine can cause reproductive damage that could affect future 
generations of your family 

The second thing you need to know about is the fact that this novel technology 
has not been adequately tested.  We need at least 5 years of testing/research 
before we can really understand the risks Harms and risks from new medicines 
often become revealed many years later.

Ask yourself if you want your own child to be part of the most radical medical 
experiment in human history.



One final point: the reason they’re giving you to vaccinate your child is a lie.  Your 
children represent no danger to their parents or grandparents It’s actually the 
opposite. Their immunity, after getting COVID, is critical to save your family if not 
the world from this disease In summary: there is no benefit for your children or 
your family to be vaccinating your children against the small risks of the virus, 
given the known health risks of the vaccine that as a parent, you and your 
children may have to live with for the rest of their lives.  

The risk/benefit analysis isn’t even close.  As a parent and grandparent, my 
recommendation to you is to resist and fight to protect your children. 

FDA Should Need Only ‘12 Weeks’ to Release Pfizer Data, Not 75 Years, Plaintiff 
Calculates
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/fda-pfizer-comirnaty-vaccine-data-
twelve-weeks/
The nonprofit group suing the U.S. Food and Drug Administration for the release 
of documents related to the approval of Pfizer’s Comirnaty vaccine calculated it 
should take the agency only 12 weeks with 19 reviewers working full-time to 
review and produce the documents.
… The FDA budget for fiscal year 2019 was $6.1 billion.  In the FDA’s 64-page 
briefing, the agency argued it needed the full 75 years to redact and release the 
documents out of “fairness” to other FOIA requesters.  PHMPT defined fairness 
differently in its responding brief:  “Fairness would be giving millions of Americans 
who are mandated to receive this liability-free vaccine today assurance regarding 
the FDA’s review by allowing independent scientists access to the same data the 
FDA reviewed, without making them wait decades.  “Fairness would be allowing 
Americans injured by the vaccine today, who cannot sue Pfizer or anyone else 
for the harm, hope that independent scientists with access to that data can more 
readily develop treatments for their ailments.  “Fairness would be our federal 
health authorities allocating more than one person spending a few hours each 
month to review Pfizer’s documents for public disclosure after having given Pfizer 
over $17 billion of taxpayer money to develop and market the product.  “That 
would be fair to the American people.”  Siri noted that no decision has been 
made by the court and that a transcript of this week’s hearing should be released 
soon.  U.S. Rep. Ralph Norman (R-S.C.) earlier this month introduced a bill that 
would force the FDA to release them in 100 days.

CDC Pushes 3rd Shot for Teens, as Number of Deaths Reported to VAERS After 
COVID Vaccines Nears 20,000
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https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-vaers-3rd-shot-teens-deaths-
injuries-covid-vaccines/
VAERS data released today by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
included a total of 946,463 reports of adverse events from all age groups 
following COVID vaccines, including 19,886 deaths and 150,946 serious injuries 
between Dec. 14, 2020, and Dec. 3, 2021.
… Four doses of COVID vaccine likely needed to combat Omicron variant  Pfizer 
CEO Albert Bourla said Wednesday people may need a fourth dose of the 
COVID vaccine sooner than expected after preliminary research showed the 
Omicron variant can undermine antibody protection in people who only received 
two doses.

In the comments: Considering Harvard found less than 1%, I'd say you're in the 
ball park. We'll have a better idea when we see all-cause mortality figures.  Steve 
Kirsch looked at multiple data reporting systems and concluded at a minimum, 
140,000 americans have died from the bioweapons. 

NOTE: The 2010 study from the insurance company Harvard Pilgrim Health Care 
mentioned above is from https://rickjaffeesq.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/
r18hs017045-lazarus-final-report-20116.pdf and on page 6 under “Results” it 
says : “Adverse events from drugs and vaccines are common, but underreported. 
Although 25% of ambulatory patients experience an adverse drug event, less 
than 0.3% of all adverse drug events and 1-13% of serious events are reported 
to the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Likewise, fewer than 1% of vaccine 
adverse events are reported. “

OTHER COMMENTS: Of course the CDC only admits to the 9200 number. Who 
exactly knows what "foreign reports" are? But as to the 2 million, NO. The 
Harvard study's 1% was for all vaccine injuries. I think we can all admit that 
deaths would be much more apt to be reported than any of the other injuries. My 
guess the number of deaths from the vaccine is not 10,000 or 20,000 but 
probably around 40-55 thousand. Perhaps even more, but I doubt a lot more. 
Over 100K I'd say. all-cause mortality will help us get a better picture. The 
Harvard report said less than 1%. I think VAERS reporting is even less than that 
considering all the nurses reporting on doctors who refuse to fill out the reports 
because it takes 30 minutes and is overly complicated, and their very licenses 
and jobs are being threatened for doing so.

… I live about 50 miles north of nyc. My husband was in the local pizza place 
tonight and one customer mentioned about how she knows a funeral director in 
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the area. The funeral director told her that all of the deaths that are happening 
are from fully vaccinated people. Also in the pizzeria, a young man was trying to 
educate his father about how all of the news he hears on tv is wrong and fear-
mongering. My husband told the father to believe NOTHING he hears on the 
news as all the news is sponsored by the the drug companies. 

Vaccines Are Sabotaging the Immune System. Shingles May Hold Some 
Answers. (12/09/21) History suggests the condition known as shingles could well 
represent a detoxification reaction to vaccination.
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-vaccines-shingles-immune-
system-detoxification/
Long before the arrival of experimental COVID injections — which, let’s not 
forget, pharma executives refer to not as “vaccines” but as “cell and gene 
therapy” — the package inserts of licensed vaccines told the public a disturbing 
story.  The documentation of 400 different types of adverse reactions affecting 
virtually all organs and body systems, available to anyone willing to click on the 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s links, offered “hidden-in-plain-sight” clues of 
countless ways in which vaccination’s aggressive immune-system intervention 
can cause fine-tuned immune responses to go awry.  Those package inserts, as 
damning as they still are, have just been eclipsed by shocking in-house Pfizer 
data forced into view by a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request.  The 
company’s confidential inventorying of reactions, which was “never 
supposed to see the light of day,” shows that in the first 90 days of the 
injection’s emergency use (through Feb. 28, 2021), Pfizer recorded more 
than 158,000 different adverse events — including 1223 deaths —  
distributed across 42,086 case reports.  While blood clots and heart problems 
following COVID vaccination have probably attracted the most widespread 
attention, Pfizer’s adverse event chart displaying 27 different “system organ 
classes” reveals wide-ranging problems — many of which highlight a disturbing 
“reprogramming” of recipients’ immune responses.  
Post-vaccination shingles  - Among the immune dysfunctions Pfizer noted to be 
“of special interest” (listed in the “other” category) were 281 events related to 
herpes zoster (popularly known as shingles), with a median onset of one day 
following COVID vaccination.  Shingles is a painful condition characterized by 
rash, blisters, burning or shooting nerve pain and a variety of potential 
complications. Up to 20% of shingles episodes affect the eyes, with the 
possibility of permanent vision impairment, including blindness. CLIP

MANY MORE such news at https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender-news/ 
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And the worst is yet to come!

The Apollo Program for Biodefense – Winning the Race Against Biological 
Threats (January 2021)
https://biodefensecommission.org/reports/the-apollo-program-for-biodefense-
winning-the-race-against-biological-threats/
... The COVID-19 pandemic is a stark wake-up call for the United States to take 
biological threats seriously. The virus is on track to take the lives of more than 
400,000 Americans and cost our economy trillions of dollars. The risks of future 
pandemics increase as technological progress eases barriers to modifying 
pathogens, raising the specter of novel biological agents causing diseases much 
worse than humanity has ever faced. Meanwhile, U.S. vulnerabilities to biological 
attacks have never been clearer to our adversaries.  However, there is a path 
forward. The Apollo Program for Biodefense would provide the United States the 
opportunity to mobilize the nation and lead the world to meet these challenges: a 
world where we detect and continually trace any new pathogen from the 
source; where we can distribute rapid point-of-person tests to every 
household in the country within days of that detection; where effective 
treatments are already in-hand; where vaccine development and rollout 
occur in weeks rather than years; and where pandemics will never again 
threaten the lives and livelihoods of Americans and people around the world.  

Excerpt from https://biodefensecommission.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/
Apollo_report_final_v8_033121_web.pdf  ... The U.S. government should invest 
in the advancement of the aforementioned technologies which enable 
transdermal (microarray patches), intranasal, inhalable, and oral delivery of drugs 
and vaccines. ...  With further advancement of self-administered vaccines, we 
could dramatically streamline the process by which we get life-saving treatments 
and vaccines to the public.

US Army Creates Single Vaccine Against All COVID & SARS Variants, 
Researchers Say (DECEMBER 21, 2021)
https://www.defenseone.com/technology/2021/12/us-army-creates-single-
vaccine-effective-against-all-covid-sars-variants/360089/
… “With Omicron, there's no way really to escape this virus. You're not going to 
be able to avoid it. So I think pretty soon either the whole world will be vaccinated 
or have been infected,”

How omicron broke Covid-19 testing - Rapid tests are sold out everywhere, and 
help might not come until next year.
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https://www.vox.com/recode/2021/12/21/22848286/omicron-rapid-test-covid-19-
antigen
… The supply crunch for tests might seem sudden, but it’s actually been months 
in the making. Limited federal investment, a sluggish regulatory approval 
process, and ongoing shortages of raw materials and workers have all hampered 
test manufacturing.
MEPs responding to Ursula von der Leyen's proposal to talk about mandatory 
vaccination in EU

https://youtu.be/YTIvlu9DjdI

We replied on Dec. 8, 2021, in a new press conference, to Ursula von der 
Leyen's intention to open the discussion about mandatory vaccination in the EU.

Tom MacDonald summarizes the global situation very nicely in a 4 min rap song. 
His 9 steps of situational control are precious.
https://youtu.be/zCBNwGHPZ2M

VACCINE CONTROL GROUP - A WORLDWIDE SCIENTIFIC STUDY
https://vaxcontrolgroup.com
Exemption Forms: https://www.promic.info/exemption-forms

"PowerShift"
https://fr.thepowershift.ca/ 
Details at https://fr.thepowershift.ca/copy-of-about  

New Brunswick backtracks on vaccine passports for grocery stores
https://tnc.news/2021/12/17/new-brunswick-backtracks-on-vaccine-passports-for-
grocery-stores/ 

UK Scientist Reveals Bombshell Data Analysis: Tracks Batches Of Pfizer, 
Moderna and Janssen, Finds "..Some Batches Are 50 Times Worse Than 
Others" 
https://www.bitchute.com/Craig-Paardekooper/
Three of his conclusions:  The companies purposely manufactured non-uniform 
formulations of their vaccines while representing to the public that all COVID-19 
vaccines from a given manufacturer were uniform in their formulation. Over 
20,000 different batches (lots) of Pfizer, Moderna, J & J injections total.  1 in 200 
lots contain deadly ingredients. He urged me to watch a series of videos, in 
which he lays out the unthinkable. One video here: Another, “Death By Alphabet: 
Moderna Batch Codes And Associated Deaths:” here  “Please share with those 
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you know, and also with doctors, nurses and teachers - who may soon be 
pushing the vax onto children. Doctors and nurses need to see that some 
batches are 50 x worse than others - before they prescribe them.”
“How Bad Is My Batch?” App and website at http://howbad.info (useful only in the 
US).  “Moderna Used the Alphabet to Label Different Toxicities of Vaccine  
Moderna batches belong to two main groups - 20A or 21A - the 20A group is 
much more toxic. In fact all of the batches producing more than 1780 adverse 
reaction reports - all of those batches have batch codes ending in 20A.” CLIP

Ethical Policing in Victoria (8 oct. 2021)
https://youtu.be/0Kn6AFl5G1c 
Acting Senior Sergeant Mitchell cites ethical conflicts as the reason for speaking 
publicly about conduct of Victoria Police officers, their Chief Commissioner - 
Shane Patton, their Minister - the Hon. Lisa Neville MP, and ultimately their 
Premier - the Hon. Daniel Andrews MP. She feels she can no longer remain silent 
with the division between police and community is growing, and totally ignored by 
the leadership of both the police and government.

Police for Freedom international
www.policeforfreedom.com
See  OUR OBJECTIVES ARE at
https://www.facebook.com/policeforfreedom/posts/252148560295034?
comment_id=252896423553581 
“We cannot feel safe and protected while our government is assaulting us and 
murdering us and using our police to assault us in addition of their illegal 
mandates. We need you the police to prevent and combat crimes including those 
of our government.”

POLICE ARE UNITING AGAINST VACCINE MANDATES ACROSS CANADA 
(September 17, 2021)
https://rumble.com/vmmwb1-ex-opp-officer-police-are-uniting-against-vaccine-
mandates-across-canada.html

SOS Australia - I stand with you! 
https://youtu.be/J4TvOrplIHI
Christine Anderson of the E.U. Parliament answers cries for help from Australia.  
Aussi sur Twitter: https://twitter.com/FredFredderson1/status/
1467534978502246407
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KITS FOR COVID-19 LAUNCHED in India (a year ago!)
https://www.reddit.com/r/COVID19/comments/j812u8/
home_isolation_monitoring_kits_for_covid19/
The correct dosage for Ivermectine is indicated

GUY HATCHARD: PFIZER DOCUMENT CONCEDES THAT THERE IS A 
LARGE INCREASE IN TYPES OF ADVERSE EVENT REACTION TO ITS 
VACCINE (December 5, 2021)
https://dailytelegraph.co.nz/news/pfizer-document-concedes-that-there-is-a-
large-increase-in-types-of-adverse-event-reaction-to-its-vaccine/
Document released by Pfizer apparently as a result of a Freedom Of Information 
court order in the USA reveals a vast array of previously unknown vaccine 
adverse effects compiled from official sources around the world. Pfizer concedes 
this is ‘a large increase’ in adverse event reports and that even this huge volume 
is under reported. Over 100+ diseases are listed, many very serious. This 
document was compiled by Pfizer in the very early days of the vaccine rollout in 
NZ but was possibly not supplied to our government.
Version française dans https://anthropo-logiques.org/des-documents-de-pfizer-
revelent-comment-la-pharma-et-les-gouvernements-ont-trompe-les-populations/
NOTE IMPORTANTE: Dans les commentaires sous cet article ci-dessus: “The 
WHO (UN) is right now in the process of writing up a globally binding treaty that 
will most likely call for mandatory global covid injections. The beauty of this treaty 
is that it will supersede all Federal law. (I am speaking of the US, not sure about 
NZ law although I imagine they will have their bases covered and this will apply 
to all nations). They are expected to finish this by March 2022. They have no 
intention of letting anyone escape this death. This battle has just begun.” 
Impossible de vérifier cette allégation. Il n’y a rien là-dessus dans https://
www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/covid-19-vaccines - 
Anyway, même avec le COVAX (https://www.who.int/initiatives/act-accelerator/
covax/)  ils n’arrivent pas à rendre les vaccins disponibles à coût abordable pour 
tous les pays.

Pandemic: the whole thing started 20 years ago and there are patents to prove it. 
https://elcolectivodeuno.wordpress.com/2021/08/28/pandemic-the-whole-thing-
started-20-years-ago-and-there-are-patents-to-prove-it/ 
What if the new coronavirus was really nothing new at all? What if the so-called 
pandemic was nothing more than a campaign of coercion and terror aimed at 
making big business? What if the evidence for all this is in the Public Register of 
Patent Files in the United States?
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… The Machiavellian plot recounted by Martin to Fuellmich also includes details 
of patent applications made by the U.S. CDC and various laboratories that 
expose the way confidential information was handled and the pieces were moved 
for commercial purposes, anticipating what was to come. Even the World Health 
Organization (WHO), in the document “A World at Risk”, drew a scenario in 
September 2019 about what could happen “if there was an accidental or 
intentional release of a respiratory pathogen”, months before there was an 
alleged pathogen. “Even then they were writing that we should have a 
coordinated global experience of a respiratory pathogen release, which by 
September 2020 should put in place a global capability for public relations 
management, crowd control, and acceptance of a universal vaccine mandate,” 
he concluded.

THE “PANDEMIC” IS BEING CARRIED BY A BIOLOGICAL WEAPON AND 
THERE ARE PATENTS TO PROVE IT.
https://elcolectivodeuno.wordpress.com/2021/07/30/the-pandemic-is-being-
carried-by-a-biological-weapon-and-there-are-patents-to-prove-it/ 
The statement that was made by Peter Daszak in 2015, reported in The National 
Academies Press, February 12, 2016. I quote, “We need to increase public 
understanding of the need for medical countermeasures, such as a universal 
coronavirus vaccine (pan coronavirus vaccine). A key driver is the media, and the 
economy will follow the commotion that is created. We must use that shock to our 
advantage to get to the real issues. Investors will respond if they see profits at 
the end of the process.” Peter Daszak is the principal of Eco-Health Alliance. He 
is the person who was independently corroborating the Chinese non-theory of no 
lab leakage. There was no lab leakage. This was intentionally turning the spike 
protein into a biological weapon, to inject people and get them addicted to a 
universal coronavirus vaccine. CLIP

Check elcolectivodeuno.wordpress.com for much more!

Omicron has mainly infected people who received two doses of the vaccine
https://elcolectivodeuno.wordpress.com/2021/12/12/omicron-has-mainly-infected-
people-who-received-two-doses-of-the-vaccine/
“Most of the 43 cases of COVID-19 caused by the Omicron variant identified so 
far in the United States were in fully vaccinated people, and a third of them had 
received a booster dose, according to a U.S. report released Friday.

80 percent of people who died from coronavirus in Portugal in October were fully 
vaccinated
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https://elcolectivodeuno.wordpress.com/2021/12/06/80-percent-of-people-who-
died-from-coronavirus-in-portugal-in-october-were-fully-vaccinated/ 
“As for covid-19 deaths, taking into account the vaccination status, it was found 
that in the month of October (between October 1 and October 31, 2021) there 
were 132 deaths (80 percent) in fully vaccinated people against covid-19 and 33 
deaths (20 percent) in unvaccinated or incompletely vaccinated people, the 
report says.

Anti-vaccine revolt is imminent in South Africa
https://elcolectivodeuno.wordpress.com/2021/12/11/anti-vaccine-revolt-is-
imminent-in-south-africa/
This week South Africans will find out whether President Cyril Ramaphosa 
confines 60 percent of them to house arrest by proxy, restricting public spaces to 
covid-19 vaccinees. It is a tense decision, pitting the terrifying powers of Big 
Pharma and the new breed of warrior scientists against African reality. It also 
risks triggering one of the most bitter vaccine wars. Only 40 percent of the South 
African population has been vaccinated against covid, a slow acceptance 
euphemistically described as “vaccine hesitancy.” Quite the opposite is true: it is 
a furious refusal. CLIP - AMAZING ARTICLE!!! S. A. IS DEFINITELY NOT A 
GOOD PLACE TO LIVE!

Stock speculators are desperately fleeing the stock market. why?
https://elcolectivodeuno.wordpress.com/2021/12/08/stock-speculators-are-
desperately-fleeing-the-stock-market-why/ 
Insiders at large companies, such as CEOs, have sold $69 billion worth of stock 
so far this year, according to CNBC. This is a new all-time high and a 30 percent 
increase over last year. … It’s very worrying that the big speculators are getting 
out of the stock market, what do these ringleaders of the big companies know 
that the rest of us don’t? Let’s read what Steen Jakobsen, chief investment 
officer of Saxo Bank, says: “There is a lot of pent-up energy in our society, with 
an economy plagued by inequality. Add to this the inability of the current system 
to solve the problem, and we have to look to the future with a fundamental view 
that it is not a question of if we will have a revolution, but when and how we will 
have it. In every revolution, some win and some lose, but that is not the point: if 
the current system cannot change, but must change, revolution is the only way. 
CLIP

International Monetary Fund warns of economic collapse in poorer countries
https://elcolectivodeuno.wordpress.com/2021/12/04/international-monetary-fund-
warns-of-economic-collapse-in-poorer-countries/ 
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… More than half of the low-income countries are at high risk or are already in 
default. In 2015 this figure was less than 30 percent, according to the Fund.

What is life like for inmates in a sanitary concentration camp?
https://elcolectivodeuno.wordpress.com/2021/12/08/what-is-life-like-for-inmates-
in-a-sanitary-concentration-camp/
A 26-year-old Australian, Hayley Hodgson, has recounted her 14-day 
confinement at Howard Springs internment camp, where the government 
confines people returning from overseas, as well as those who have contracted 
“covid,” or are contacts, or just suspects. Hodgson tested negative for 
coronavirus, but that’s the least of it; she was still held “just in case.” In a video 
[SEE https://youtu.be/mGFdWcJU7-0 and 
https://www.news.com.au/lifestyle/health/health-problems/nt-hits-back-at-
womans-viral-interview-about-howard-springs-internment-camp/news-story/
43a56e8b349fef236d9fd79c3ee8a15c ] she released while in isolation in the 
camp, the guards, disguised in astronaut suits as if they were medics, chastise 
her for going outdoors. The video shows the two guards shouting at her.
… In post-modernity, people can be locked up with a “risk” accusation without 
any human rights NGO raising its voice. The video shows that the guards make 
continuous threats. They tell the prisoner that she cannot cross a line drawn on 
the floor and that if she insists she can be fined $5,000. Upon her release from 
the concentration camp Hodgson has given several interviews to recount her 
nightmare (*). “You feel like you’re in jail. You feel like you’ve done something 
wrong, it’s inhumane what they’re doing,” he said. The guards “wear protective 
suits and everything. They don’t want to come near you because they think 
you’re contagious.
Over 2000 people are undergoing this egregious human rights abuse!

The European Union wants to repeal the Nuremberg Code
https://elcolectivodeuno.wordpress.com/2021/12/06/the-european-union-wants-
to-repeal-the-nuremberg-code/
… The European Union as a whole is heading headlong into fascism and Ursula 
Van Der Leyen has publicly stated that she wants to repeal the Nuremberg Code 
to impose compulsory vaccination. In an interview with the BBC, the EU 
President said it was “appropriate” to consider vaccination orders, particularly 
because of the new variant omicron, which has already been detected in 12 EU 
countries.

The so-called ‘persistent covid’ is another falsehood invented by the media.
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https://elcolectivodeuno.wordpress.com/2021/12/08/the-so-called-persistent-
covid-is-another-falsehood-invented-by-the-media/ 
For months Cédric Lemogne, head of the psychiatry department at the Hôtel-
Dieu in Paris, tested some 27,000 people diagnosed with “persistent covid”. Of 
these, only 1,091 tested positive for coronavirus. The study was published on 
November 8 in the Journal of the American Medical Association (1). To put it in 
plain English: 96 percent of the 27,000 people never had the coronavirus. The 
“persistent covid” is a psychiatric disease, pure hysteria. Obsessive 
propaganda has ended up creating imaginary sick people. If there are 
“asymptomatic patients” and “positive cases”, i.e. patients who are not sick, there 
are also those who have become sick in the head without any virus. 
… The same is true for the other symptoms of “persistent covid”, of mental origin: 
fatigue, respiratory symptoms, neuralgia, skin problems, eye problems, digestive 
problems, etc. To the list could be added the other consequences of hysteria, 
especially the increase of psychological illnesses, depressions and suicides, 
whose origin is not in any virus but in an excessive consumption of television 
during confinement.

Pfizer’s vaccine is one of the most lucrative pharmaceuticals in history.
https://elcolectivodeuno.wordpress.com/2021/12/08/pfizers-vaccine-is-one-of-
the-most-lucrative-pharmaceuticals-in-history/ 
… Multinational pharmaceutical companies are above the law, they now discover. 
“How have we arrived at a situation where a handful of pharmaceutical 
companies can exert so much control over the most powerful governments in the 
world? This points to a broken system,” Rizvi adds. Pfizer’s vaccine will be one of 
the most lucrative drugs in pharmaceutical history. It costs just 76 pence to 
manufacture one dose and is reportedly being sold for £22 to the British 
government. The estimated manufacturing costs do not include research, 
distribution and other costs, but Pfizer says its profits will last for another 20 
years or so. The multinational expects to supply 2.3 billion vaccines this year, 
with expected revenues of $36 billion. In addition to private profits, the company 
receives millions of dollars in public subsidies. Pfizer’s partner, BioNTech, 
announced in September last year that it was to receive 375 million euros from 
the German government to finance vaccine development.

More than a thousand human guinea pigs died during the clinical trials of Pfizer’s 
vaccine.
https://elcolectivodeuno.wordpress.com/2021/12/06/more-than-a-thousand-
human-guinea-pigs-died-during-the-clinical-trials-of-pfizers-vaccine/ 
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Thirty scientists and health professionals from different universities in the United 
States have begun to study the documentation that Pfizer submitted to the FDA 
to obtain authorization for its vaccine, a process that is being carried out in dribs 
and drabs and, if no one prevents it, will end in 55 years. It is likely that by then 
there will be few survivors left and no one will remember anything. Although all 
Pfizer studies remain confidential, the first 30 pages have been released.

… The fraud of the clinical trials has been confirmed from the beginning. One of 
the investigators, Peter Doshi, has publicly stated that “it appears to be flawed” 
because the FDA assigned only one reviewer in each of two key scientific 
disciplines, clinical and statistical, “to do in three weeks a job that normally takes 
months.” 

On page 7 it appears that of the 42,086 human guinea pigs, in addition to 
hospitalizations with or without sequelae, there would have been 1,223 deaths 
and of another 9,400 people Pfizer ceased to hear from. It is assumed that there 
are more guinea pigs alive than dead, but how many? It is left to scientists to sort 
out the dead, the living and the disabled. Myocarditis and other serious 
consequences are listed on page 16: Tachycardia (1098), Arrhythmia (102), 
Myocardial infarction (89), Heart failure (80), Acute myocardial infarction (41), 
Acute heart failure (11), Cardiogenic shock and Postural orthostatic tachycardia. 
Postural orthostatic tachycardia (7 each) and coronary artery disease (6). Onset 
of event from less than 24 hours to 21 days, with a median of less than 24 hours. 
The list of adverse effects contains respiratory conditions, thromboembolic 
events, cerebrovascular accidents, vascular events….

For the journal The Lancet, high rates of vaccination against Covid-19 do not 
reduce transmission, vaccinated people are contaminants like anyone else (12 
décembre 2021)
https://elcolectivodeuno.wordpress.com/2021/12/12/for-the-journal-the-lancet-
high-rates-of-vaccination-against-covid-19-do-not-reduce-transmission-
vaccinated-people-are-contaminants-like-anyone-else/ 

Homeless people will have to be vaccinated this winter if they want to sleep in 
Berlin’s subway system
https://elcolectivodeuno.wordpress.com/2021/12/11/homeless-people-will-have-
to-be-vaccinated-this-winter-if-they-want-to-sleep-in-berlins-subway-system/ 

UN warns that compulsory vaccination is a violation of human rights (12 
décembre 2021)
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https://elcolectivodeuno.wordpress.com/2021/12/12/un-warns-that-compulsory-
vaccination-is-a-violation-of-human-rights/ 

… “Under no circumstances should people be forcibly vaccinated”. She [U.N. 
High Commissioner, Michelle Bachelet] considers, however, that there could be a 
situation where a person, who does not want to be vaccinated, would have to pay 
an administrative penalty, a fine.

An emergency physician’s chilling account of a rare vaccine-induced illness
https://elcolectivodeuno.wordpress.com/2021/12/12/an-emergency-physicians-
chilling-account-of-a-rare-vaccine-induced-illness/

Never before has a vaccine done this!
https://elcolectivodeuno.wordpress.com/2021/12/13/never-before-has-a-vaccine-
done-this/
… I have never heard of a vaccine that makes the virus spread even after 
vaccination before this. We had never heard of rewards, discounts, incentives to 
get vaccinated. There was no discrimination for those who didn’t. If you were not 
vaccinated, no one tried to make you feel like a bad person. I have never seen a 
vaccine threaten the relationship between family members, colleagues and 
friends. I have never seen a vaccine used to threaten livelihood, work or school. I 
have never seen a vaccine that allows a 12 year old to replace parental consent.

Four Deadly Parasites Found in Vaccines
https://elcolectivodeuno.wordpress.com/2021/10/25/four-deadly-parasites-found-
in-vaccines/ 
Dr. Robert Young, who has published his images of the contents of the four vials 
and made them publicly available using a variety of methods including phase 
contrast microscopy, transmission and scanning electron microscopy, and X-ray 
energy dispersive. X-ray spectroscopy. Dr. Young first reported the finding of 
Trypanosoma cruzi in vaccines.
… Hydras are virtually immortal in a laboratory setting. Dr. Zalewski examined 
three vaccine samples and may have found something similar to Hydra Vulgaris. 
*The first two vaccine vials contained saline solutions. In the third sample, from 
Moderna, Zalewski found what he calls “The Thing,” made of aluminum, bromine 
and carbon. *It grew/developed four days after being placed in a high-
temperature spray chamber in the presence of the graphite tape used on the 
microscope plate. Zalewski observed that the organism has a very small head 
and three “legs” of different colors, with paws or feet at the end. He believes that 
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eggs are present in the vaccine and that the graphene in the ribbon caused them 
to hatch and grow. Dr. Robert O. Young has examined the Pfizer samples and 
found a 50 micron creature called Trypanosoma Cruzi. *It is transmitted to 
animals and people by insects and is found mainly in rural Latin America. T. Cruzi 
causes Chagas disease, which can lead to inflammation of the heart muscle or 
brain and surrounding mucosa when the parasite gets into the organs. It is fatal. 
It also found Trypansosoma Brucei, which causes sleeping sickness. T. Brucei is 
one of the few pathogens known to cross the blood-brain barrier. Note that the 
symptoms of these pathogens reflect both covid disease and vaccine side 
effects. Accident, contamination or intentionally included?

Dr. Carrie Madej: COVID Injections Facilitate Transhumanism
https://elcolectivodeuno.wordpress.com/2021/07/12/dr-carrie-madej-covid-
injections-facilitate-transhumanism/ 
… Dr. Carrie Madej warns in the movie that COVID injections have two purposes: 
1.Reprogram our DNA to turn us into more easily controlled human-IA hybrids. 
2.Implant a digital vaccine ID that will allow total control over each person. The 
site warns: “There is a battle being waged against humanity. Dr. Carrie Madej 
reveals how Big Tech is collaborating with Big Pharma to introduce new 
technologies into vaccines that will alter our DNA and turn us into hybrids. This 
will end humanity as we know it, and begin the process of transhumanism: 
HUMAN 2.0. The plans are to use vaccines to inject nanotechnology into our 
bodies and connect us to the cloud and artificial intelligence. This will allow rogue 
governments and tech giants to control us without us even realizing it.”
… Dr. Madej says this is the most crucial point in human history. He says, “If we 
don’t have our freedom, what do we have?” He declares that we are in a Great 
War – the War between Good and Evil and a Great Awakening is happening now. 
“We are awakening now to what has been going on in the world for a long time: 
deception and lies, oppression and slavery on different levels. The line has been 
drawn-whose side are you on, what else is there but freedom and love?”

The religion of the vaccinated flourishing in Europe
https://elcolectivodeuno.wordpress.com/2021/12/12/the-religion-of-the-
vaccinated-flourishing-in-europe/
The ideology of complete and repeated vaccination of populations is a kind of 
new religion, with its god, its lords of big capital, its devotees, its massive 
propaganda techniques and its outright lies. By opening the way to vaccinate 
children and by creating unprecedented discrimination among citizens in regimes 
that consider themselves democratic, it violates human rights that were thought 
to be “inalienable” and pits citizens against each other. More than 1,200 
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academics, doctors and health workers warn in an opinion piece in QG, the free 
media outlet (Voir Tribune: « Une nouvelle religion vaccinale est née en Occident 
» à https://qg.media/2021/12/12/tribune-une-nouvelle-religion-vaccinale-est-nee-
en-occident/].
(…) The first permanent basis of this propaganda is fear, which allows to place 
the subjects in a state of suggestibility.

Tribune: « Une nouvelle religion vaccinale est née en Occident »12 décembre 
2021
https://qg.media/2021/12/12/tribune-une-nouvelle-religion-vaccinale-est-nee-en-
occident/ 
L’idéologie de la vaccination intégrale et répétée des populations est une sorte 
de nouvelle religion, avec son dieu, ses grands maîtres argentiers, ses dévots, 
ses techniques de propagande de masse et ses mensonges éhontés. En ouvrant 
désormais la voie à la vaccination des enfants et en créant par ailleurs entre les 
citoyens des discriminations inédites pour des régimes réputés démocratiques, 
elle viole des droits humains que l’on croyait «inaliénables» et dresse les 
citoyens les uns contre les autres. Plus de 1.500 universitaires, médecins et 
soignants alertent dans une tribune sur QG, le média libre 

Pfizer will submit full data on Covid treatment pill to the FDA in a few days, CEO 
says (COST OF TREATMENT WITH THIS PILL IS MENTIONED IN THE NEXT 
ARTICLE BELOW)
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/12/08/pfizer-will-submit-full-data-on-covid-treatment-
pill-to-the-fda-in-a-few-days-ceo-says.html 

U.S. to buy 10 mln courses of Pfizer's COVID-19 pill for $5.3 bln
https://www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/us-govt-buy-10-
mln-courses-pfizers-covid-19-pill-529-bln-2021-11-18/  
The price for the Pfizer pill is roughly $530 per course

93 Israeli doctors: Do not use Covid-19 vaccine on children - 11.04.21
https://www.israelnationalnews.com/news/304124

This long video below purportedly tries to list all the atrocities committed by the 
US or through its funding - I'm sure this is only the tip of the iceberg. I've set it to 
start at the moment it ticks off the statements related to this bioweapon. 258 
years of U.S. Bio War Crimes: SARS-Cov-2 from CIA Bioweapon Lab in Fort 
Detrick https://youtu.be/diI5KwQp-Xk?t=1904   
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Unfortunately it doesn't list its sources but searching the web will likely bring up 
confirmations for every element listed.  Check also https://youtu.be/
4JMRmuykV4k  - with news reports showing it started in the US in July 2019 
much earlier than alleged by the lying media. It details some of the list items of 
the previous video. It claims the virus variant unleashed in China is a second 
generation bioweapon designed to attack only Chinese people. We never got 
that actual number of deaths in China.

Annoncement by Reiner Fuellmich...  Warsaw - Announcement of the Nuremberg 
2.0 Process - 2 minutes 
https://odysee.com/@HarrisonBergeron:9/Nurember2p0_Video:1

Unvaccinated Canadians can be banned from grocery stores in New Brunswick
https://tnc.news/2021/12/03/unvaccinated-canadians-can-be-banned-from-
grocery-stores-in-new-brunswick/
NOTE: 2 semaines plus tard, le gouvernement reculait devant les protestations 
des marchands qui refusaient d’appliquer la mesure jugée trop coercitive.

Covid-19 New World Order Is Here: Human Data Harvesting and the Internet of 
Bodies

http://empireexposed.blogspot.com/2021/11/covid-19-new-world-order-is-here-
human.html 

... The central bank digital currency (CBDC) is the endgame, along with 
totalitarian control. In order to bring in a central bank digital currency, you need a 
digital ID, in order to bring in a digital ID, you need these [vaccine] passports. 
That will all be combined with a social credit system and a carbon credit system. 
[Privacy is] what we’ll lose when we move into Central Bank Digital Currency. 
They have complete control over every aspect of our finances. When you link 
that into a social credit concept, they can sanction you or reward you as in 
China… We are moving into AI technology. Children need to be conditioned to be 
part of the financial system. They also need the data from the children. Data is 
the new gold, and… the new currency [within the Great Reset that is today’s 
unfolding control matrix prison planet].

Revealed: Documents Show Bill Gates Has Given $319 Million to Media Outlets 

https://www.mintpressnews.com/documents-show-bill-gates-has-given-319-
million-to-media-outlets/278943/    
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https://aphadolie.com/2021/10/31/crise-covid-19-une-guerre-a-lechelle-
planetaire-pr-michel-chossudovsky/ 

Pfizer Is Lobbying to Thwart Whistleblowers From Exposing Corporate Fraud
https://theintercept.com/2021/11/29/pfizer-whistleblower-reform-corporate-fraud 

MURDER! Just Hours After Publishing the Secret of the Vaxx, Dr Noack is DEAD 
– Forbidden Knowledge TV
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/murder-just-hours-after-publishing-the-secret-of-
the-vaxx-dr-noack-is-dead/ 

https://www.henrymakow.com/2021/11/dr-andreas-noack-murdered.html
Found at this previous link above (good info for the vaccinated)...  "Dr. Young 
recently discussed detoxifying with French Montmorillonite clay [ https://
www.naturitas.ca/p/supplements/compounding-supplements/montmorillonite-
green-clay-peppermint-250-tablets-superdiet — https://www.upchiropractic.com/
blog/60205-discover-the-healing-and-detoxifying-power-of-bentonite-clay ], while 
Clean Slate from Root Brand [ https://therootbrands.com/product/clean-slate/ ] 
has been found recently to remove graphene oxide from the blood of the 
vaccinated.”

The New COVID Variant Scam was Simulated in Israel Weeks before it was 
“Discovered” (November 27, 2021)
https://vaccineimpact.com/2021/the-new-covid-variant-scam-was-simulated-in-
israel-weeks-before-it-was-discovered/ 

COVID expert Dr. Peter McCullough urges ‘unbreakable resistance’ to vaccines 
for kids (Oct 11, 2021)
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/covid-expert-dr-peter-mccullogh-urges-
unbreakable-resistance-to-vaccines-for-kids/

The New COVID Variant Scam was Simulated in Israel Weeks before it was 
“Discovered”
https://vaccineimpact.com/2021/the-new-covid-variant-scam-was-simulated-in-
israel-weeks-before-it-was-discovered/  

IS THIS REALLY HAPPENING? EYES & HEARTS OPEN WARRIORS
https://www.facebook.com/lorieladdofficial/videos/628682141660524
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SATANIC EMPIRE Child Trafficking, Torture, & Murder by the Elite – with 
Adrenochroome, Blackmail, & Cannibalism  Chapter 10: Anatomy of the 
Luciferian Elite’s Global Child Sex Trafficking Pedophile Operations
https://pedoempire.org/contents/ 

Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine effectiveness drops 6 months after 2nd dose: study 
https://globalnews.ca/news/8243462/pfizer-covid-vaccine-six-months-study/
The effectiveness of the Pfizer Inc/BioNTech SE vaccine in preventing infection 
by the coronavirus dropped to 47% from 88% six months after the second dose, 
according to data published on Monday that U.S. health agencies considered 
when deciding on the need for booster shots. ... The data suggests that the drop 
is due to waning efficacy, rather than more contagious variants, researchers said.  

Worldwide Walkouts – An Ongoing Campaign
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/child-health-topics/health-freedom/worldwide-
walk-outs/ 

Much to read at 
https://www.globalresearch.ca
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender_category/covid/

The New COVID Variant Scam was Simulated in Israel Weeks before it was 
“Discovered” (November 27, 2021)
https://vaccineimpact.com/2021/the-new-covid-variant-scam-was-simulated-in-
israel-weeks-before-it-was-discovered/ 

Dominant Delta variant ‘may mutate itself into extinction,’ scientists say - 
November 22, 2021 
https://nypost.com/2021/11/22/dominant-delta-variant-may-mutate-itself-into-
extinction-scientists-say/
The Delta Covid variant may mutate itself into self-extinction and has already 
done so in one part of the world, scientists claim. Japan is recording an 
insignificant 140 cases a day despite being riddled with the Delta strain only 
three months ago. Japan endured its largest Covid wave in the late summer, with 
cases peaking at around 23,000 a day in August. But the wave came to an 
abrupt standstill and has almost completely fizzled out, with the capital Tokyo 
recording just 16 new cases on Friday. A team of genetic experts in Japan have 
theorised the sudden slump in coronavirus is because Delta has taken care of its 
demise through mutating. As a virus replicates, its genes undergo random 
“copying errors” which, over time, lead to changes in the viruses’ makeup. The 
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mutations may make it more able to spread, dodge immunity or cause severe 
disease. But on some occasions, these mutations become “evolutionary dead 
ends”, experts say. Researchers led by the National Institute of Genetics, 
Mishima, Japan, focused on the Delta virus’s error-correcting enzyme called 
nsp14. Here, they found many genetic changes and then a sudden stop in the 
evolution process. CLIP

Some Facts About Graphene Oxide
https://truthcomestolight.com/some-facts-about-graphene-oxide/ 
… After two animal trials that resulted in the death of all the animals, graphene 
oxide could not be approved for use in humans due to its toxicity to healthy cells 
and due to ADE, which is where the immune system destroys itself. Front line 
doctors are already seeing ADE in these unapproved Covid-19 human trials. 
Experts such as Europe’s leading virologist Professor Dolores Cahill, world-
renown scientist Mike Adams of Natural News, world’s leading virologist Geert 
Vanden Bossche and Pfizer whistleblower, Dr. Michael Yeadon warned us that 
ADE would come!”

Federal COVID-19 vaccine mandate suspended for businesses: Here's the latest 
After getting blocked by a federal appeals court, OSHA has suspended the 
vaccine requirement. The mandate for large businesses was slated to start in 
January. 
https://www.cnet.com/health/federal-covid-19-vaccine-mandate-suspended-for-
businesses-heres-the-latest
Your employer can soon legally terminate your employment if you refuse the 
vaccine or regular COVID-19 testing. ... Breakthrough COVID-19 cases, which 
occur when vaccinated people contract the disease, are far less deadly than 
cases in unvaccinated patients but can still produce long-term effects, including 
"long COVID." ... A 1905 Supreme Court case allows employers to require 
vaccines There are precedents for large-scale vaccination requirements in US 
law. In 1901, a deadly smallpox outbreak in New England prompted local 
governments to order mandatory vaccinations for everyone in the area. Some 
residents, however, objected, and one took it all the way to the Supreme Court. 
The Supreme Court decided in Jacobson v. Massachusetts that the government 
may impose "reasonable regulations," such as a vaccine requirement during 
pandemics, for the purpose of protecting the "safety of the general public."   The 
court case forms the basis of guidance issued by the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission, which makes it clear that employers may make similar 
demands of their workers.
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Spike Protein Goes to Nucleus and Impairs DNA Repair (In-Vitro Study)
https://youtu.be/-SYL-iU0E9Q

PROOF: FDA CONCEALING ADVERSE REACTIONS
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/proof-fda-concealing-adverse-reactions/

Highly vaccinated countries experiencing COVID outbreaks?
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=4476495142430002
Le Dr Byram Bridle (www.tfri.ca/about/team/researcher-bio/byram-bridle - https://
ovc.uoguelph.ca/pathobiology/people/faculty/Byram-W-Bridle

Back up at https://www.bitchute.com/video/7XXmStI8VINb/ 

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. speech in Berne
https://odysee.com/@Chloe_F:b/Direct_Manifestation_Berne_12.11.21:6

COVID-19 Injections Will Cause Massive Deaths – Dr. Elizabeth Eads (Video) 
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=94122 

Fully vaccinated people have a 885% higher chance of death due to Covid-19 
than people who are unvaccinated according to official data  
https://theexpose.uk/2021/07/03/fully-vaccinated-people-have-a-885-higher-
chance-of-death-due-to-covid-19-than-people-who-are-unvaccinated-according-
to-official-data/ - https://bit.ly/3Hp73Mu 

Rocco Galati at 2 minutes asserts that mandatory vaccination is unconstitutional 
in Canada - following a Supreme court ruling - except if you have a provision on 
Vaccination in a contract you signed with an employer prior to the pandemic.
https://www.constitutionalrightscentre.ca/20CRC16/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/
VCC-EmployeeRights.mp4

Waning Immunity after the BNT162b2 Vaccine in Israel
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa2114228?
query=recirc_mostViewed_railB_article
These findings indicate that immunity against the delta variant of SARS-CoV-2 
waned in all age groups a few months after receipt of the second dose of 
vaccine.

European MPs’ anger
https://www.facebook.com/morgancjonas/videos/626863281819235/
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SUBJECT: Contempt of Court and aggravated offences against humanity by 
spreading disinformation about the drug ‘Ivermectin’, despite having full 
knowledge of the Judgment passed by the Hon’ble High Court of Bombay at Goa 
dated May 28, 2021
https://indianbarassociation.in/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/LEGAL-NOTICE-
FOR-CONTEMPT_JUNE-13-2021.pdf
Page 12: “It seems that, in order to save yourself and the other accused involved 
in the larger conspiracy and to cause wrongful gain to the Pharma Mafia and 
others, you have executed this criminal conspiracy to deprive the people of India 
of panacea like Ivermectin and possibly some other drugs too and you three 
Noticees are hell bent on preventing people from returning to semblance of 
normalcy. The further game plan of your group is to keep the public reeling under 
constant fear and further push them into the poverty. The conspiracy is being 
executed with the full knowledge that there are massive loss of lives of common 
people, which is nothing but a clear case of cold blooded mass murders i.e. 
genocide.”

The Great Resignation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pOphIpddRAk
20 Million Americans have quit their jobs since April.  Attrition in India's tech 
sector is up 23%. We are in the middle of the Great Resignation.

Jabs do not reduce risk of passing Covid within household, study suggests (28 
oct 2021)
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/oct/28/covid-vaccinated-likely-
unjabbed-infect-cohabiters-study-suggests
Research reveals fully vaccinated people are just as likely to pass virus on to 
those they share a home with

Mounties for Freedom’s letter
https://mounties4freedom.ca/open-letter/
Their site: https://www.mounties4freedom.com

See also https://rumble.com/vo8gh3-mounties-4-freedom-to-fight-vaccine-
mandate.html

RCMP says it's ready to deploy reservists to replace unvaccinated Mounties on 
leave
https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/rcmp-reservists-vaccinations-
mandate-1.6227043 
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Gain Of Function ALSO Used To Create Vaxx?
https://www.facebook.com/BenSwannRealityCheck/videos/608898793596729

Breaking: FDA Panel Endorses Pfizer Shots for 5- to 11-Year-Olds, Experts Say 
Vaccine for Kids Is ‘Unnecessary, Premature and Will Do More Harm Than Good’
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/fda-endorses-pfizer-covid-vaccine-
children/ 

Shocking Dr. Carrie Madej releases first look at Pfizer 
https://www.facebook.com/100069627440748/videos/559765391977018 

Groundbreaking: Nebraska AG Says Doctors Can Legally Prescribe Ivermectin, 
HCQ for COVID, Calls Out FDA, CDC, Fauci, Media for ‘Fueling Confusion and 
Misinformation
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/nebraska-ag-doug-peterson-legal-
opinion-ivermectin-hcq-covid/ 

Proof that the CDC is lying to the world about COVID vaccine safety (October 15, 
2021)
https://trialsitenews.com/proof-that-the-cdc-is-lying-to-the-world-about-covid-
vaccine-safety/

Cost benefit by age analysis: The COVID vaccines kill more people than they 
save for all age groups
https://www.skirsch.com/covid/VCage.pdf
This paper calculates the risks from taking the vaccine compared to the benefit of 
being vaccinated (which we assume is a 90% risk reduction) and concludes that 
the vaccines make no sense for any age group. They kill, in the best case, 2 
people for every person saved from COVID. For 20 year olds, we kill 6 people for 
every person saved. At this point, two separate stopping conditions have been 
satisfied: 1. The vaccines kill more people than they save 2. The vaccines have 
killed over 150,000 Americans so far

Viral Loads Similar Between Vaccinated and Unvaccinated People 
https://www.ucdavis.edu/health/covid-19/news/viral-loads-similar-between-
vaccinated-and-unvaccinated-people

Dr Roger Hodkinson destroys Covid in 4 mins 
https://rumble.com/vn3r38-dr-roger-hodkinson-destroys-covid-in-4-mins..html 
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Dozens of US nuclear lab workers sue over vaccine mandate
https://www.mrt.com/news/article/Dozens-of-US-nuclear-lab-workers-sue-over-
vaccine-16533931.php

FACT CHECK: DOES THIS PICTURE SHOW AN ADVERTISEMENT FOR AN 
‘ELITE GLOBAL LEADERS’ CONFERENCE BEING HELD IN ROME? Status: 
True!
https://checkyourfact.com/2021/10/14/fact-check-advertisement-global-leaders-
conference-vatican  

24,526 Deaths 2,317,495 Injuries Following COVID Shots Reported in European 
Union’s Database of Adverse Drug Reactions (September 15, 2021)
https://www.globalresearch.ca/24526-deaths-2317495-injuries-following-covid-
shots-reported-european-union-database-adverse-drug-reactions/5755877?
pdf=5755877

Hundreds blockade Italian ports as mandatory Covid-19 passes come into effect 
for all workers
https://www.rt.com/news/537569-hundreds-blockade-italian-ports-covid-pass/
… If workers cannot produce a green pass within a grace period of five days, 
they will be suspended without pay and could face a fine of up to €1,500 
($1,730) should they dare to work on regardless.

DOCTORS AROUND THE WORLD ISSUE DIRE WARNING: DO NOT GET THE 
COVID VACCINE!! (Ça date du 7 février dernier) 
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/doctors-around-the-world-issue-dire-warning-
do-not-get-the-covid-vaccine/  

PFIZER CONFIRMS COVID-VACCINATED PEOPLE CAN ‘SHED ’ SPIKE 
PROTEINS AND HARM THE UNVACCINATED
https://newestalerts.wordpress.com/2021/06/16/pfizer-confirms-covid-vaccinated-
people-can-shed-spike-proteins-and-harm-the-unvaccinated/

Billionaires got 54% richer during pandemic, sparking calls for "wealth tax”
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/billionaire-wealth-covid-pandemic-12-trillion-jeff-
bezos-wealth-tax/
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BILLIONAIRE BONANZA 2020: WEALTH WINDFALLS, TUMBLING TAXES, 
AND PANDEMIC PROFITEERS
https://ips-dc.org/billionaire-bonanza-2020/

Have an Adverse Reaction? Don't Expect Any Medical Help
https://rumble.com/vmxbbm-have-an-adverse-reaction-dont-expect-any-medical-
help.html

Nurse Whistleblowers Speak Out About Covid-19 Vaccines & ER Status Inside 
Hospitals Deceptive LIES
https://tv.gab.com/channel/alltheworldsastage1/view/nurse-whistleblowers-speak-
out-about-covid-19-61392b9dfc5c1daf7dffb68d

Vaccine Injuries from COVID-19 Shots Fill Hospitals as U.S. Government Lies 
and Claims a “Pandemic of Unvaccinated” 
https://www.globalresearch.ca/vaccine-injuries-covid-19-shots-fill-hospitals-us-
government-lies-claims-pandemic-unvaccinated-2/5755494

ғᴜɴᴇʀᴀʟ ᴅɪʀᴇᴄᴛᴏʀ ᴊᴏʜɴ ᴏ'ʟᴏᴏɴᴇʏ ʙʟᴏᴡs ᴛʜᴇ ᴡʜɪsᴛʟᴇ ᴏɴ ᴄᴏᴠɪᴅ
https://www.facebook.com/118627316642295/videos/368680518239393

Robert F Kennedy JR Wins Vaccine Case 6/19 About Bill GATES crimes
https://youtu.be/qYjCXQU8Jtk

Quebec nursing home often gave morphine rather than treat COVID-19 patients, 
inquest told 
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/canada/article-quebec-nursing-home-often-
gave-morphine-rather-than-treat-covid-19/

Fully vaccinated account for 73% of recent Covid-19 deaths and data shows fully 
vaccinated are over 5 times more likely to die if infected with Covid-19
https://theexpose.uk/2021/08/18/fully-vaccinated-account-for-73-of-recent-
covid-19-deaths-and-data-shows-fully-vaccinated-are-over-5-times-more-likely-
to-die-if-infected-with-covid-19/

Dr. Chinda Brandolino on the nanoprocessors in the ‘vaccine'
https://www.orwell.city/2021/08/nanoprocessor.html

Lots on the risks of wearing masks and on the PCR 97% false positive tests.
https://www.vtvault.org
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ғᴇᴍᴀ ᴡʜɪsᴛʟᴇʙʟᴏᴡᴇʀ ᴡᴀʀɴs ᴏғ ᴛʜᴇɪʀ ᴇɴᴅɢᴀᴍᴇ - ᴍᴜsᴛ ᴡᴀᴛᴄʜ
https://www.facebook.com/100064787417632/videos/301834221711335

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/high-consequence-infectious-diseases-hcid#status-
of-covid-19
Status of COVID-19 As of 19 March 2020, COVID-19 is no longer considered to 
be a high consequence infectious disease (HCID) in the UK. There are many 
diseases which can cause serious illness which are not classified as HCIDs.  The 
4 nations public health HCID group made an interim recommendation in January 
2020 to classify COVID-19 as an HCID. This was based on consideration of the 
UK HCID criteria about the virus and the disease with information available 
during the early stages of the outbreak. Now that more is known about 
COVID-19, the public health bodies in the UK have reviewed the most up to date 
information about COVID-19 against the UK HCID criteria. They have determined 
that several features have now changed; in particular, more information is 
available about mortality rates (low overall), and there is now greater clinical 
awareness and a specific and sensitive laboratory test, the availability of which 
continues to increase.  The Advisory Committee on Dangerous Pathogens 
(ACDP) is also of the opinion that COVID-19 should no longer be classified as an 
HCID.  

Reiner Fullmich: W.H.O. CONCEDES THE COVID VIRUS IS JUST LIKE THE 
COMMON FLU - 500,000 AMERICANS DEAD FROM VACCINE
https://www.bitchute.com/video/bDdNvahoANMj/

TONS of revealing videos at
https://www.bitchute.com/channel/vWIqTOkHdfuQ/ 

COVID-19 DOES NOT EXIST! 
https://rumble.com/ve0aan-covid-19-does-not-exist.html 

Fight Vaccine Passports A new civil liberties project — fighting against forced 
vaccines!
https://www.rebelnews.com/tags/fight_vaccine_passports

Israel, Once the Model for Beating Covid, Faces New Surge of Infections
https://archive.fo/SsDD6#selection-407.0-407.71
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DR TENPENNY PFIZER WHISTLEBLOWER CLAIMS TO HAVE 
DOCUMENTATION OF 200,000 DEAD IN LESS THAN A WEEK  
https://www.bitchute.com/video/DPNHRTGX4Ozo/

MEL K & TRUTH WARRIORS TOM RENZ ESQ. & DR. CHRISTIANE 
NORTHRUP ON FIGHTING MEDICAL TYRANNY 8-25-21
https://www.facebook.com/100064787417632/videos/243755417605714

Fully vaccinated account for 73% of recent Covid-19 deaths and data shows fully 
vaccinated are over 5 times more likely to die if infected with Covid 19
https://dailyexpose.co.uk/2021/08/18/fully-vaccinated-account-for-73-of-recent-
covid-19-deaths-and-data-shows-fully-vaccinated-are-over-5-times-more-likely-
to-die-if-infected-with-covid-19/

VAXXED PATIENTS' BLOOD EXAMINED, HORRIFIC FINDINGS REVEALED 
BY GERMAN PHYSICIANS!
https://www.bitchute.com/video/UFJFwfBLd317/

Dr Zelenko on Covid
https://rumble.com/vldbxq-all-americans-must-listen-to-what-doctor-vladimir-
zelenko-has-to-say.html 

Dr.Vladimir Zelenko slays globalists, exposes "Global Genocidial Event” (August 
14, 2021)
https://rumble.com/vl5umf-dr.vladimir-zelenko-slays-globalists-exposes-global-
genocidial-event.html 
A search with the word Zelenko on Rumble https://rumble.com/search/video?
q=Zelenko brings up 64 other videos where he is featured. Countless more 
on https://odysee.com/$/search?q=Zelenko
+ 597 results on https://www.bitchute.com/search/?query=zelenko&kind=video

DR. HOTZE TALKS COVID "VACCINES", EUGENICS AND THE DIABOLICAL 
AGENDA TO INJURE BILLIONS 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/tbZJFXuGv10j/

DR. REINER FUELLMICH: COVID CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY AND THE 
COMING WAR CRIMES TRIBUNALS 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/AGT1yOBOJhH2/
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DR. SEAN BROOKS TO OHIO SCHOOL BOARD: “THE VAX WILL CAUSE 
YOUR DEATH”!
https://www.bitchute.com/video/7iU1qpdwFMlN/

Oh! and BTW PFIZER IS NOT MANDATING VACCINES FOR THEIR 
EMPLOYEES
https://www.bitchute.com/video/vpUu0BQnZXLz/

Reports of Injuries, Deaths After COVID Vaccines Climb Steadily, as FDA, CDC 
Sign Off on Third Shot for Immunocompromised
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaers-cdc-injuries-deaths-covid-
vaccines-fda-third-shot-immunocompromised/

Dr Charles Hoffe - The worst is yet to come
https://youtu.be/qznyVdqITic

In England, hundreds of vaccinated people hospitalised with Delta
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/8/6/nearly-35-percent-of-uk-delta-
hospitalisations-fully-vaccinated

Proof that the pandemic was planned with a purpose
https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/proof

Stew Peters Show with Karen Kingston Former Pfizer Employee 
https://www.facebook.com/sabrina.h.friedrichsen/videos/401704858171919
She confirms there is graphene in Pfizer vaccine - Moderna has it too.
More videos from Stew at https://www.facebook.com/stewpetersshow/videos/ + 
audios through https://stewpeters.podbean.com

We Are Many:  the Oppressors are not
https://dissidentvoice.org/2021/08/we-are-many-the-oppressors-are-not/ 

Israeli scientist says COVID-19 could be treated for under $1/day —Double-blind 
study shows ivermectin reduces disease’s duration and infectiousness • FDA and 
WHO caution against its use 
https://www.jpost.com/health-science/israeli-scientist-says-covid-19-could-be-
treated-for-under-1day-675612
(…) Nearly 72% of volunteers treated with ivermectin tested negative for the virus 
by day six. In contrast, only 50% of those who received the placebo tested 
negative. (...) “There is a lot of opposition,” he said. “We tried to publish it, and it 
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was kicked away by three journals. No one even wanted to hear about it. You 
have to ask how come when the world is suffering.” “This drug will not bring any 
big economic profits,” and so Big Pharma doesn’t want to deal with it, he said. 
SOME OF the loudest opposition to ivermectin has come from Merck Co., which 
manufactured the drug in the 1980s. 

Giuseppe De Donno, the pioneer of plasma therapy to cure Covid was found 
dead. Matteo Salvini: “Leave a great void”
https://www.italy24news.com/local/135461.html
The circumstances of the suicide and the discovery of the body by relatives are 
still unclear.

Magnetic Nanoparticles as a Tool for Remote DNA Manipulations at a Single-
Molecule Level
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsami.0c21002

There is no conclusive evidence that the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine 
contains graphene oxide - FAKE debunking!
https://healthfeedback.org/claimreview/there-is-no-conclusive-evidence-that-the-
pfizer-biontech-covid-19-vaccine-contains-graphene-oxide/
(Je n’ai rien trouvé sur le site de l’université espagnole en lien avec https://
www.newtral.es/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/COMUNICADO-DE-LA-
UNIVERSIDAD-DE-ALMERÍA_2-julio-2021_def.pdf?x32658)

CANADIAN COURT ENDS COVID EMERGENCY | MASK MANDATES, 
LOCKDOWNS, & EMERGENCY USE JAB ARE NOW UNLAWFUL https://
www.bitchute.com/video/ZeOQnjHAXYmn/

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr Exposes Anthony Fauci, The Czar Of The Medical Mafia In 
Charge of the Pandemic Response (Video + Transcript)
https://childrenshealthdefense.eu/eu-issues/the-real-anthony-fauci-by-robert-f-
kennedy-jr/

MagnetofectionTM the new gene transfection technology
https://www.interchim.fr/ft/B/BC3012.pdf 

Superparamagnetic Iron Oxide Nanoparticles (SPIONs)
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/24715289/ 

https://www.italy24news.com/local/135461.html
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsami.0c21002
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Dr. McCullough: COVID Vaccines Have Already Killed Up to 50,000 Americans, 
According to Whistleblowers
https://amgreatness.com/2021/06/15/dr-mccullough-covid-vaccines-have-
already-killed-up-to-50000-americans-according-to-whistleblowers/

Frontline doctors sue Fauci
http://www.opensourcetruth.com/frontline-doctors-sue-fauci/ 

…The Vaccines are unapproved, inadequately tested, experimental and 
dangerous biological agents that have the potential to cause substantially greater 
harm than the SARS-CoV-2 virus and the COVID-19 disease itself. According to 
data extracted from the Defendants’ Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System 
(“VAERS”), 99% of all deaths attributed to vaccines in the first quarter of 2021 are 
attributed to the COVID-19 Vaccines, and only 1% are attributed to all other 
vaccines. The number of vaccine deaths reported in the same period constitutes 
a 12,000% to 25,000% increase in vaccine deaths, year-on-year. The Vaccines 
appear to be linked to a range of profoundly Issued December 18, 2020. See 
https://www.fda.gov/emergency-preparedness-and-response/coronavirus 

Serious medical complications, among them myocarditis, miscarriage, irregular 
vaginal bleeding, clotting disorders, strokes, vascular damage and autoimmune 
disease.

Meanwhile, Pfizer, Moderna and Janssen enjoy statutorily conferred immunity 
from liability for any harm caused by their experimental products.

Was Trump right about hydroxychloroquine all along? New study shows drug 
touted by former president can increase COVID survival rates by 200% 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9671029/Hydroxychloroquine-zinc-
increase-COVID-19-survival-rates-nearly-200.html
Scientists found that, when ventilated patients with a severe version of COVID 
were given high doses of hydroxychloroquine with zinc, their survival rates could 
increase dramatically. ... Several other studies in recent months, after Fauci's 
email, have found that hydroxychloroquine can be effective in certain situations.  
A December study from the International Journal of Antimicrobial Agents showed 
84 per cent fewer hospitalizations among patients treated with the drug, and a 
January study, conducted by Hackensack Meridian Health, found encouraging 
results in patients with mild symptoms who were treated with the drug.
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Observational Study on 255 Mechanically Ventilated Covid Patients at the 
Beginning of the USA Pandemic 
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.05.28.21258012v1.full-text

Fauci,s emails
https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/20793561/leopold-nih-foia-anthony-
fauci-emails.pdf 

MASSIVE: WORLD RENOWNED DOCTOR BLOWS LID OFF OF COVID 
VACCINE
https://rumble.com/vhp8e1-massive-world-renowned-doctor-blows-lid-off-of-
covid-vaccine.html

ROBERT KENNEDY ON HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE
https://odysee.com/@Raja:7/Robert-Kennedy-Jr.----Intervention-au-sommet-The-
Greater-Reset:7 

Why doctors and researchers need access to hydroxychloroquine (08/07/20) BY 
PETER A. MCCULLOUGH, M.D.
https://thehill.com/opinion/healthcare/510700-why-doctors-and-researchers-
need-access-to-hydroxychloroquine

Tucker Carlson Today - Dr. Peter McCullough - May 7, 2021 
https://youtu.be/F7cLxs8fNq8
Tucker Carlson and Dr. Peter McCullough discuss early treatment for Covid-19. 
Backup : https://www.bitchute.com/video/N4dibT0DnKB1/ 

Thousands of Lawyers and Doctors Filed Lawsuit for Violations of the Nuremberg 
Code
https://sorendreier.com/1000-lawyers-and-10000-doctors-have-filed-a-lawsuit-for-
violations-of-the-nuremberg-code/ 

Vaccine Genocide against children
https://www.facebook.com/adolf.white.77/videos/175395934484785

Analysis of test sticks from surface testing in the Slovak Republic - confirmation 
of genocide.
https://www.golokaproject.org/documentfiles/Analysis-of-test-sticks-from-surface-
testing-in-the-Slovak-Republic.pdf
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COVID-19: Montreal Heart Institute concludes colchicine tablet is effective 
(2021-01-24) 
https://www.msn.com/en-ca/news/canada/covid-19-montreal-heart-institute-
concludes-colchicine-tablet-is-effective/ar-BB1d1ygC
… The results showed the medication helped reduce hospitalizations by a 
quarter, the need for mechanical ventilation by half and deaths by 44 per cent.  
Researchers involved believe colchicine could become the first oral medication to 
be used to treat non-hospitalized COVID-19 patients.

Informed consent disclosure to vaccine trial subjects of risk of COVID-19 
vaccines worsening clinical disease 
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33113270/

FAMOUS MICROBIOLOGIST WARNS THAT VACCINE WILL PROVIDE YOU 
WITH A MOST EXCRUCIATING DEATH 
https://www.facebook.com/100066238465147/videos/793715154621558 

GOVERNMENT IN IRELAND FORCED TO ADMIT THEY HAVE NO PROOF 
THAT COVID-19 EXISTS
https://rumble.com/vcmrzl-government-in-ireland-forced-to-admit-covid-19-does-
not-exist.html

Laboratories in US can’t find Covid-19 in not one of 1,500 positive tests 
https://greatreject.org/laboratories-cant-find-covid-19-in-positive-tests/

Del Bigtree interviews Naomi Wolf - The Mark Of The Beast At Our Doorstep
https://youtu.be/NGqi678jWuI

THE DATA ON MASKS IS CLEAR 
https://thehighwire.com/videos/the-data-on-masks-is-clear/  

An Evidence Based Scientific Analysis of Why Masks are Ineffective, 
Unnecessary, and Harmful 
https://fos-sa.org/2020/11/02/an-evidence-based-scientific-analysis-of-why-
masks-are-ineffective-unnecessary-and-harmful/ 

Facemasks in the COVID-19 era: A health hypothesis 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0306987720333028  
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NAOMI WOLF - WHY VACCINE PASSPORTS EQUAL SLAVERY FOREVER 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/lh69yCkHIVLi/  

Exclusive: Former Pfizer VP to AFLDS: ‘Entirely possible this will be used for 
massive-scale depopulation’ 
https://www.americasfrontlinedoctors.com/exclusive-former-pfizer-vp-to-aflds-
entirely-possible-this-will-be-used-for-massive-scale-depopulation/

WARNING !! EX-RUSSIAN INTEL OFFICER - DEPOPULATION AGENDA IS 
REAL !! MUST WATCH ! SHARE FAR AND WID
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Vf1kYINMNu8v/

534 Dead 330,063 Reported Injured following COVID19 Experimental Vaccine 
Injections in the U.K. (March 18, 2021)
https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/534-dead-330063-reported-injured-following-
covid19-experimental-vaccine-injections-in-the-u-k/

European Database Of Adverse Drug Reactions For COVID-19 ‘Vaccines’: 3,964 
DEAD And 162,610 Injured au 13 mars 2021
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=2905717249674835&set=a.
2631157037130859 

https://vimeo.com/501450175

Also available at https://happen.network

The New Normal - The Looming Surveillance State
https://rumble.com/vd1imj-the-new-normal-the-looming-surveillance-state.html

Do we really need 5G so badly? And why are very powerful actors pushing a 
technology that nobody asked for? The surveillance state is being set up under 
our noses and the flu has enabled huge advances in that direction. An inspired 
speech from Robert Kennedy Jr.

The Vaccine Alliance & Foundation Bill & Melinda Gates. In this open letter I am 
appealing to the @WHO and all stakeholders involved, no matter their conviction, 
to immediately declare such action as THE SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT PUBLIC 
HEALTH EMERGENCY OF INTERNATIONAL CONCERN.  To all authorites, 
scientists and experts around the world, to whom this concerns: the entre world 
populaton.
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https://mcusercontent.com/92561d6dedb66a43fe9a6548f/files/
bead7203-0798-4ac8-abe2-076208015556/
Public_health_emergency_of_international_concert_Geert_Vanden_Bossche.
01.pdf  

... Why mass vaccinaton amidst a pandemic creates an irrepressible monster ... 
That’s ‘one small step for the virus, one giant catastrophe for mankind’, which is 
to say that we’ll have whipped up the virus in the younger population up to a level 
that it now takes little effort for Covid-19 to transform into a highly infectous virus 
that completely ignores both the innate arm of our immune system as well as the 
adaptve/acquired one (regardless of whether the acquired Abs resulted from 
vaccinaton or natural infecton). The effort for the virus is now becoming even 
more negligible given that many vaccine recipients are now exposed to highly 
infectous viral variants while having received only a single shot of the vaccine. 
Hence, they are endowed with Abs that have not yet acquired optimal 
functionality. There is no need to explain that this is just going to further enhance 
immune escape. Basically, we’ll very soon be confronted with a super-infectous 
virus that completely resists our most precious defense mechanism: The human 
immune system. From all of the above, it’s becoming increasingly difficult to 
imagine how the consequences of the extensive and erroneous human 
interventon in this pandemic are not going to wipe out large parts of our human 
population. One could only think of very few other strategies to achieve the same 
level of efficiency in turning a relatively harmless virus into a bioweapon of mass 
destruction. 

Covid 19 5) The Great Reset/The New World Order 
https://myemail.constantcontact.com/Pfizer-Demands-Military-Bases--
Embassies-in-exchange-for-Covid-Vaccine--EMF-News.html?
soid=1128337193175&aid=enHCGj_Xs7M

Scientists in Italy find coronavirus on air pollution particles 
https://www.timesofisrael.com/scientists-in-italy-find-coronavirus-on-air-pollution-
particles/ 

THE GREAT RESET / LA GRANDE RÉINITIALISATION 
https://www.facebook.com/studio.theovox.tv/videos/378372866828168 

Anaphylaxis Following m-RNA COVID-19 Vaccine Receipt
https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/acip/meetings/downloads/slides-2020-12/
slides-12-19/05-COVID-CLARK.pdf 
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Klaus Schwab & His Great Fascist Reset 
https://off-guardian.org/2020/10/12/klaus-schwab-his-great-fascist-reset/

STOP MEDICAL DISCRIMINATION The Petition To Stop Forced Experimental 
Vaccines
https://stopmedicaldiscrimination.org/  

Covid 19 Vaccine – Possible Vaccine Side Effects
http://www.vernoncoleman.com/possiblevaccine.htm 
Much more through http://www.vernoncoleman.com/main.htm 

“As of 19 March 2020, COVID-19 is no longer considered to be a high 
consequence infectious disease (HCID) in the UK.”
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/high-consequence-infectious-diseases-hcid 

Whistleblower: 8 of 31 Residents Dead in German Nursing Home After They 
Were Forcibly Injected with Pfizer Experimental mRNA COVID Shots 
Against Their Will 
https://medicalkidnap.com/2021/02/16/whistleblower-8-of-31-residents-dead-in-
german-nursing-home-after-they-were-forcibly-injected-with-pfizer-experimental-
mrna-covid-shots-against-their-will/

Whistleblower Video Footage of Forced COVID Vaccines in German Nursing 
Homes Goes Public – Attorney: “We’re Dealing with Homicide, Maybe Even 
Murder”   
https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/whistleblower-video-footage-of-forced-covid-
vaccines-in-german-nursing-homes-goes-public-attorney-were-dealing-with-
homicide-maybe-even-murder/

Documentary on vaccines 9 parts 
https://vrevealed.com/covid/viewing/ 

2020 in 1,000 Pictures (1 million words) 
https://youtu.be/zuEfQYr_D4I 
covid 19, la peur par les chiffres 
https://youtu.be/CxHZJhEgUAo 

Death Rates Skyrocket in Israel Following Pfizer Experimental COVID “Vaccines” 
https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/death-rates-skyrocket-in-israel-following-
pfizer-experimental-covid-vaccines/ 
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"MED1CAL 4P4RTHEID" FOR THOSE WHO DON'T GET THE V@KSEEN - 
COMING TO YOU ALL VERY SOON
https://www.bitchute.com/video/J9dt2sS7Nhc1/  

Billy Crone: The A.I. Invasion
https://www.facebook.com/prophecywatchers/videos/454736939055126

Informed consent disclosure to vaccine trial subjects of risk of COVID-19 
vaccines worsening clinical disease (28 october 2020)
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33113270/ 
Results of the study: COVID-19 vaccines designed to elicit neutralising 
antibodies may sensitise vaccine recipients to more severe disease than if they 
were not vaccinated. Vaccines for SARS, MERS and RSV have never been 
approved, and the data generated in the development and testing of these 
vaccines suggest a serious mechanistic concern: that vaccines designed 
empirically using the traditional approach (consisting of the unmodified or 
minimally modified coronavirus viral spike to elicit neutralising antibodies), be 
they composed of protein, viral vector, DNA or RNA and irrespective of delivery 
method, may worsen COVID-19 disease via antibody-dependent enhancement 
(ADE). This risk is sufficiently obscured in clinical trial protocols and consent 
forms for ongoing COVID-19 vaccine trials that adequate patient comprehension 
of this risk is unlikely to occur, obviating truly informed consent by subjects in 
these trials.  

Conclusions drawn from the study and clinical implications: The specific and 
significant COVID-19 risk of ADE should have been and should be prominently 
and independently disclosed to research subjects currently in vaccine trials, as 
well as those being recruited for the trials and future patients after vaccine 
approval, in order to meet the medical ethics standard of patient comprehension 
for informed consent.

https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=2909336242646269&set=a.
2631157037130859  
March 31, 2021  6000% Increase in Reported Vaccine Deaths 1st Quarter 2021 
Compared to 1st Quarter 2020  by Brian Shilhavy Editor, Health Impact News  As 
can be expected when new experimental “vaccines” that are not approved by the 
FDA are given emergency use authorization to fight a “pandemic” that is now 
over a year old, reported deaths following the injections of these shots have now 
skyrocketed in the U.S. population by over 6000% here at the end of the first 
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quarter of 2021, as compared to recorded deaths following FDA-approved 
vaccines at the end of the first quarter of 2020.  These new products, which 
many doctors and scientists claim do not even meet the legal definition of a 
“vaccine,” are described by the manufacturers themselves as “operating 
systems” called the “software of life,” and prior to COVID they have never been 
approved to be used on human populations.  There are literally thousands of 
doctors and scientists around the world who have spoken out against these 
experimental injections, some even calling them “biological weapons of mass 
destruction.”  Their voices are censored in the pharma-controlled corporate 
media and by Big Tech, so the people dying and becoming injured by these 
injections are the pro-vaccine people who primarily only get their information from 
these censored sources that are funded by Wall Street corporate billionaires, 
such as Bill Gates.  The CDC Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System 
(VAERS), a U.S. Government funded database that tracks injuries and deaths 
reported to be caused by vaccines, reported only 36 deaths during the first 
quarter of 2020 through March 31st, and almost 50% of those deaths were 
infants below the age of 3.

VAERS COVID REPORTS 50,861 Reports Through March 26, 2021 
https://www.openvaers.com/covid-data 
2249 DEATHS  4824 HOSPITALIZATIONS  8287 URGENT CARE  7813 OFFICE 
VISITS  379 ANAPHYLAXIS  435 BELL'S PALSY

Sign Our Petition To Convene a Special Grand Jury To Investigate the CDC’s 
Conduct During COVID-19 
https://standforhealthfreedom.com/action/cdc-grand-jury-investigation/  

COVID-19: Restoring Public Trust During A Global Health Crisis 
https://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/covid-19-restoring-public-trust-during-global-
health-crisis  
444 pages à https://cdn.greenmedinfo.com/sites/default/files/cdn/
Position_Paper_v24_FINAL.pdf 

Evidence: Covid-19 ‘Scam,’ Safety of Experimental ‘Vaccines’ - When Is 
Enough, Enough?       
Before Lawyers Will Act To Stop This Greatest-Ever Genocide!

Evidence
·        Jun 3, 2021 – COVID but can anyone trust Dr. Fauci, Biden, Trudeau or 

Dr. Tam to give it to us? See Fauci’s connections to China? See US Military 
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involvement. https://www.rebelnews.com/
covid_dr_anthony_fauci_emails_lab_leak_china?
utm_campaign=el_fauciels_6_3_21&utm_medium=email&utm_source=there
bel 

·       June 2, 2021 – Fox News. Tucker Carlson. Lord Fauci EXPOSED! 
Evidence proves that Fauci lied again and again. Evidence shows Dr. Anthony 
Fauci has been “implicated in the very pandemic he had been charged with 
fighting.” The emails mention Bill Gates dozens of times, also the tech 
companies. https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/tucker-carlson-emails-
show-fauci-lied/?
utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=9b0b9b9c-6cf1-4252-
b15f-4b5da9fb8e42
·        Jun. 1, 2021 – Canada. Spike Protein – Dr. Byram Bridle, Professor of 

Viral Immunology, U. of Guelph. 'The spike protein from COVID-10 
vaccinations unexpectedly enters the bloodstream and is a dangerous 
"toxin". . The protein is linked to blood clots, heart and brain damage, and 
potential risks to nursing babies and to fertility in thousands of vaccinated 
people.” ttps://www.bitchute.com/video/xF8HUxryiYBk/

·        May 31, 2021 – UK London, Up to one-million unmasked and Anti-
Vaccine people march together in peaceful protest against Covid-19 
pandemic. Only the police wear masks! “The State is terrified of the truth!” 
Also shows the Indianapolis 500, yesterday, with tens of thousands of fans in 
attendance. https://clothcap.livejournal.com/341696.html

·        May 28, 2021 – Vaccine Deep State issues a Direct THREAT to Natural 
News and the Health Ranger – or risk having their platforms/website taken 
down … or worse!  https://www.brighteon.com/161e3639-fb19-45f9-
a215-58c78f384ab9

·        May 27, 2021 – United Kingdom’s PM Boris Johnson’s former chief 
aide, Dominic Cummings said that Secretary State of Health, Matt Hancock, 
should be fired for at least 15 to 20 things. Tens of thousands of COVID deaths 
could have been avoided. 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/uk-health-minister-should-have-
been-fired-for-lying/vi-AAKp4BE   

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/5/27/uk-health-minister-denies-ex-
advisors-covid-19-lies-claim

·        Children’s Health Defense calls on FDA to Take COVID Vaccines off the 
market. https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/dr-mike-yeadon-rfk-jr-
the-defender-podcast-safety-mrna-vaccine-technology/ 
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·        May 25, 2021 – Remember, in 2009, 12 years ago, the WHO (World 
Health Organization) FAKED a Pandemic at the behest of the Vaccine 
Industry! When it was exposed, the WHO officials were forced to apologise 
for this crime against humanity. Yet here we are again.  https://
greatgameindia.com/indian-doctor-debunks-coronavirus/

·        May 25, 2021 – Eugenicist’s Bill Gates. See what North America’s media 
don’t and won’t tell you! Read how he’s regarded in 3rd World Countries: 
e.g. India, South Africa, Tanzania, Kenya, Nigeria, Congo, Afghanistan, 
Philippines, Nicaragua, Mexico, etc. His money allows him to control 
WHO, UNICEF, GAVI and PATH. It is said that he funds a private 
pharmaceutical company that manufactures vaccines, and additionally is 
donating $50 million to 12 pharmaceutical companies to speed up 
development of a coronavirus vaccine.
https://greatgameindia.com/bill-gates-agenda-in-india-exposed-by-robert-
kennedy-jr/

·        May 22, 2021 – France. COVID Vaccinated people will die within 2 
years! Nobel Laureate Luc Montagnier has confirmed that there is no chance of 
survival for people who have received any form of the vaccine. https://coe-
llc.com/2021/05/22/covid-vaccinated-people-within-2-years/
·        May 21, 2021 – USA. Physicians Group Files Motion to Halt Use of 

COVID Vaccines in Children. For those with COVID under age 20 the 
survival rate is 99.997% - ‘statistical zero.’ “We doctors won’t stand for 
children being offered something they do not need and of whom some 
unknown percentage will suffer.”https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/
americas-frontline-doctors-files-motion-halt-covid-vaccines-children/?
utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=56d56c2e-0252-4b71-
b7c3-46903b8742ce

·        May 21, 2021 – A team of Lawyers and Medical Experts worldwide say 
they have all the evidence they need to convict WHO, CDC, PHE, Bill Gates 
and World Leaders of ‘Crimes against Humanity.’ https://
dailyexpose.co.uk/2021/05/21/lawyers-and-medical-experts-worldwide-say-
they-have-all-the-evidence-they-need-to-convict-who-cdc-phe-bill-gates-and-
world-leaders-of-crimes-against-humanity/

·        May 21, 2021 – USA. We are being lied to about the ‘supposed safety’ 
of COVID Vaccines! Latest CDC VAERS data released today showed 
227,805 reports of adverse events following COVID vaccines, including 
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4,201 deaths and 18,528 serious injuries between Dec. 14, 2020 and May 
14, 2021.

·        May 20, 2021 – United Kingdom. FRIGHTENING! – Read the final two 
paragraphs for yourself. Ignoring the 1,180 reported deaths. 11,313 
reported blood disorders,  8,813 reported cardiac disorders, and the 
8,450 reported ear disorders, all of which pale in comparison to the total 
nervous system disorders (which includes brain damage, facial paralysis 
and strokes) from the vaccines now stand at 171,187, which the MRHA 
estimates is between 1% - 10% of the real life number! All this from 
experimental Covid vaccines! https://dailyexpose.co.uk/2021/05/20/
Frightening-16th-update-on-adverse-reactions-to-covid-vaccines-released-
by-uk-gov-mhra/

·        May 19, 2021 – United Kingdom. Covid-19 IT’S The Largest Lie Ever! – 
Investigation of ONS (Office for National Statistics) & NHS (National Health 
Service) data for the year of COVID-19 uncovers the largest lie ever told! 
https://dailyexpose.co.uk/2021/05/19/its-all-a-lie-investigation-of-ons-nhs-
data-for-the-year-of-covid-19-uncovers-the-largest-lie-ever-told/

·        May 19, 2021 – Sweden’s Medical Product Agency reported 31,844 
adverse reactions linked to its vaccine rollout of three experimental 
vaccines: Pfizer, Moderna and AstraZeneca, with most complaints linked to 
the AstraZeneca shot. https://needtoknow.news/2021/05/sweden-records-
more-than-30k-cases-of-side-effects-tied-to-covid-jabs/?
utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=sweden-records-more-
than-30k-cases-of-side-effects-tied-to-covid-jabs

·        May 18. 2021 – France! Boycott 5G! More than 700 scientists and 
university professors are calling on citizens to say "no" to all products 
directly or indirectly linked to 5G and its world.  https://www.liberation.fr/
idees-et-debats/tribunes/boycottons-
la-5g-20210501_FH4YLLHMUVCTLBT5ZY7QEW5WDU/   https://
atecopol.hypotheses.org/files/2021/05/
ListePubliqueScientifiquesSignatairesBoycott5G.pdf

·        May 15, 2021 – Justin Trudeau won’t commit, but a top health adviser, Dr. 
David Nayor, says Canada will need an inquiry into its pandemic response. 
https://www.waterloochronicle.ca/news-story/10394971-justin-trudeau-won-t-
commit-but-a-top-health-adviser-says-canada-will-need-an-inquiry-into-its-
pandemic-response/

·        May 14, 2021 – Association of American Physicians and Surgeons. 
Their president wrote an Open Letter from Physicians to Universities and 
Colleges: Allow students back without them having to have a COVID 
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Vaccine …  “can have serious side effects, including death.” https://
needtoknow.news/2021/05/open-letter-from-physicians-to-universities-allow-
students-back-without-covid-vaccine-mandate/?
utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=open-letter-from-
physicians-to-universities-allow-students-back-without-covid-vaccine-
mandate

·        May, 14, 2021 – CDC Data released today showed 192,954 reports of 
adverse events following COVID vaccines, including 4,057 deaths and 
17,190 serious injuries between Dec. 14, 2020 and May 7, 2021. https://
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaers-cdc-data-reported-deaths-covid-
vaccines-kids-12-now-eligible/?
utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=5dc56d69-401b-4657-
ac7c-da2caef074e2

·        May 13, 2021 – The federal Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA) tells employers they may be liable for any adverse 
reactions If they make Covid shots necessary for employment. According 
to America’s Frontline Doctors, products approved for emergency use 
only “are prohibited from being mandated by federal law.” https://
needtoknow.news/2021/05/osha-tells-employers-they-may-be-liable-for-any-
adverse-reactions-if-they-mandate-covid-shots/?utm_source=rss&utm_

medium=rss&utm_campaign=osha-tells-employers-they-may-be-liable-for-any-
adverse-reactions-if-they-mandate-covid-shots

·        May 11, 2021 – B.C. doctors could face investigation or penalties from 
their regulatory body if they contradict public health orders or guidance about 
COVID-19, the College of Physicians and Surgeons of B.C. says. Some 
doctors are spreading "misinformation that promotes anti-vaccine, anti-mask 
wearing, anti-physical distancing and anti-lockdown stances," Mentions Dr. 
Malthouse, Dr. Bill Code, Dr. Charles Hoffe etc. and Ted Kuntz. https://
www.airdrietoday.com/national-news/bc-doctors-could-face-penalty-for-
veering-from-covid-19-health-guidelines-college-3768443

·        May 9, 2021 - More than 1,000 lawyers and over 10,000 medical experts 
filed Lawsuit for Violations of the Nuremberg Code. Led by Dr. Reiner 
Fuellmich, this large team has initiated legal proceedings against the CDC, 
WHO and the Davos Group for crimes against humanity. Fuellmich and his 
team present the incorrect PCR test and the order for doctors to describe 
any comorbidity death as a Covid death – as fraud. https://
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www.americasfrontlinedoctors.org/legal-articles/thousands-of-lawyers-and-
doctors-filed-lawsuit-for-violations-of-the-nuremberg-code

·        May 6, 2021 – Canada. British Columbia. In response to the COVID-19 
virus, Class Action Lawsuit was filed by Citadel Law Corp. against BC 
Government and PHO Dr. Bonnie Henry, MD.  https://www.scribd.com/
document/507425086/Cease-and-Desist-Letter-to-Regulators#download

·        Mar. 28, 2021 - Government of Norway indicted for crimes against 
humanity. https://truth11.com/2021/03/28/govt-of-norway-indicted-for-crimes-
against-humanity-over-planned-false-pandemic/

·        May 5. 2021 – Canada. Ontario Premier Doug Ford is said to have taken 
a $48 million dollar bribe to lock down Ontario - Genocide coming this fall!  
https://www.bitchute.com/video/bkHnxpL59MdR/?list=
notifications&randomize=false

·        Apr. 27, 2021 – Ontario. Celebrated Canadian Constitutional Lawyer, 
Rocco Galati discusses Trudeau’s leaked Covid agenda. https://
vladtepesblog.com/2021/04/27/canadian-lawyer-rocco-galati-on-trudeaus-
leaked-covid-agenda/

·        Apr. 16, 2021 – Canada. “End the Lockdown Caucus” (A group of 
Canadian politicians, representing more than 60 people, speak-up to restore 
democracy to Canada. Speakers included: Derek Sloan (Fed. Gov’t), Randy 
Hillier (Prov. Gov’t), Michael Thiessen (Coalition of religions), Maxime 
Bernier (Quebec and leader of the Peoples Party of Canada) lambasted 
Federal and Prov. gov’t., especially about vaccine passports.  https://
www.bitchute.com/video/oM87gGnKjfdY/?list=notifications&randomize=false

·        Apr. 16, 2021 – In a ‘World first,’ Denmark stops using AstraZeneca’s 
COVID-19 Shot after blood clot reports. Health Minister faints during 
announcement. https://needtoknow.news/2021/04/in-world-first-denmark-
ditches-astrazenecas-covid-19-shot-health-minister-faints-during-
announcement/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=in-
world-first-denmark-ditches-astrazenecas-covid-19-shot-health-minister-
faints-during-announcement

·        Apr. 15, 2021 – Vaccines are designed to kill off Americans 
while open borders are designed to allow a flood of obedient 
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uneducated third world illegals to replace them. https://
www.brighteon.com/d97ead49-9c82-45ba-8672-3b37c0589427

·        Apr. 14, 2021 – USA. New York to Give $2.1 Billion to Illegal Aliens with 
COVID Relief Funds that were used to bail out Blue (Democratic) 
States  (Summary & Story)

·        Apr. 14, 2021 – Murder by Injection (Covid-19 Vaccines): Population 
Reduction PT. 1. “The Illuminati’s depopulation reduction program 
exposed. The Illuminati aristocrats own and control your ‘science.’ Most 
people are brainwashed by the WHO, the CDC and the global media, which 
are all owned and controlled by the Illuminati’s Bilderbergers. The 
mainstream media has never given you the truth and never will, because it is 
a propaganda vehicle.” Other Illuminati organizations pushing for population 
reduction: Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), Trilateral Commission, 
United Nations, Royal Institute of International Affairs, Club of Rome, 
Tavistock Institute, etc.”  https:// www.bitchute.com/video/QGPfHB837w1O/

·        Apr. 14, 2021 – Nearly 40% Of Marines Refuse COVID-19 Vaccine. 
According to the report, 38.9% of Marines – with an average age of 25, 
putting them at roughly 0.18% risk of death, are refusing to take the jab – 
which doesn’t prevent one from getting COVID-19, falling ill, or transmitting it. 
Who could have guessed that extraordinarily fit people with a minimal 
chance of death don’t want to inject the most rushed vaccine in history.  
https://needtoknow.news/2021/04/nearly-40-of-marines-refuse-covid-19-
vaccine/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=nearly-40-of-
marines-refuse-covid-19-vaccine

·        Apr. 14, 2021 – Canada. Frontline Nurses Protest against Lockdowns to 
the College of Nurses of Ontario in Toronto: standing up for the truth!  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0n8-iWvvPm0   or https://
www.youtube.com/channel/UCxH567J1Xck4Wf6Cym_BmqQ

·        Apr. 13, 2021 – Canada. St. Catharine’s Public Health & Social Services 
Committee is presented with scientific evidence on the use of false-positive 
PCR test results for supporting the tyrannical lockdown measures in the city. 
Tests are wrong 97% of the time! Yet corrupt officials count all 
PCR-“POSITIVE CASES” as infected people. https://www.bitchute.com/
video/26e825AywEnn/
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·        Apr. 12, 2021 – EXCLUSIVE – Former Pfizer VP and Chief Scientific 
Officer, Dr. Michael Yeadon, said: ‘Your government is lying to you in a 
way that could lead to your death.’ “They are going to kill you using 
this method. They’re going to kill you and your family.” https://
tapnewswire.com/2021/04/exclusive-former-pfizer-vp-your-government-is-
lying-to-you-in-a-way-that-could-lead-to-your-death/

·        Apr. 12, 2021 – Canada. Alberta Medical Experts speak about today’s 
“Grave Injustice”! Repeatedly referred to Barrington Declaration (signed 
by some 60,000) which governments ignore. Consistently scorned 
lockdowns, masks and social distancing. Singled out “absurd computer 
modelling by Dr. Neil Ferguson on the U.K. and political reprehensible 
dishonesty. https://www.bitchute.com/video/wesoXwLB0BAc/

·        Apr. 12, 2021 - The Concerned Ontario Doctors’ Covid-19 Summit. Dr 
Kulvinder Kaur Gill MD and guests: the three authors of the Great Barrington 
Declaration, which is said to have been signed by nearly one million people, 
globally. “Harms of Lockdowns, The Dangers of Censorship, And A Path 
Forward” https://www.aier.org/article/the-harms-of-lockdowns-the-dangers-of-
censorship-and-a-path-forward/

·        Apr. 12, 2021 – Reward of €225,000 to anyone who can prove Covid-19 
exists! New Zealand doctor, Samantha Bailey, says that Covid-19, known 
as SARS-CoV-2, has never been isolated, despite claims by some scientific 
papers. This is confirmed by Dr. Michael Laue of The Robert Koch Institute, 
Germany’s institution for the prevention of infectious disease. https://
needtoknow.news/2021/03/new-zealand-doctor-explains-the-non-science-
behind-covid-19-and-the-e225000-reward-for-anyone-who-can-prove-it-
exists/

·        Apr. 8, 2021 – German Court Ruling DESTROYS Mask 
Wearing, Social Distancing & Testing of Kids. “The children 
are physically, psychologically and pedagogically damaged and 
their rights are violated, without any benefit for the children 
themselves or third parties.” https://tapnewswire.com/2021/04/
sensational-verdict-from-germany-no-masks-no-distancing-no-
more-cv-tests-for-students/ 
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·        Apr. 8, 2021 – Florida’s Governor Ron DeSantis & Attorney General 
Ashley Moody launch  lawsuit against US President Joe Biden 
Administration’s Shutdown of Cruise Industry in News Release by Staff   https://
www.flgov.com/2021/04/08/governor-ron-desantis-attorney-general-ashley-
moody-announce-lawsuit-against-biden-administration-shutdown-of-cruise-
industry/
·        Apr. 7, 2021 – Dr. Ryan Cole exposes the entire Covid propaganda 
agenda! Coronavirus infections are seasonal. “Highest risks factors: advanced 
age, obesity, low Vitamin D.”  Average COVID-19 age of death 78.6 years. 
Average annual US age of death historically 78.6 years. It is insanity to wear a 
mask! There is only Low Vitamin D season! Ivermectin works! It is safe! 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/kzC4QvYTnDpW/
·        Apr. 5, 2021 – 18 Reasons I Won’t Be Getting a Covid 

Vaccine!   https://www.deconstructingconventional.com/post/18-
reason-i-won-t-be-getting-a-covid-vaccine

·        Apr. 2, 2021 – Former Pfizer VP & Chief-Science Officer Blows the 
Whistle! Claiming that: “injecting the largest possible portion of the population 
with experimental COVID-19 vaccines is  “madness,” involves “evil,” includes 
“crimes against humanity” and may have the intention of “massive-scale 
depopulation.” https://www.drrobertyoung.com/post/former-pfizer-vp-chief-
science-officer-blows-the-whistle
·        Apr. 1, 2021 – Letter from Doctors for Covid Ethics to Emer Cooke, 

Executive Director, EPA (European Medicines Agency), Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands. This scathing letter said, in part: “Misleading populations into 
accepting investigational agents such as the gene-based COVID-19 
“vaccines”, or coercing them through “vaccine passports”, constitutes 
clear and egregious violations of the Nuremberg Code” … “We remind 
the EMA that Nuremberg violations constitute crimes against humanity 
under the Geneva Convention. Crimes against humanity are deemed 
“the worst atrocities known to mankind”, and are prosecuted under the 
Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court.” https://
doctors4covidethics.medium.com/rebuttal-letter-to-european-medicines-
agency-from-doctors-for-covid-ethics-april-1-2021-7d867f0121e 

·        Mar. 29. 2021 – British Columbia’s PHO, Dr. Bonnie Henry MD, opposes 
Science. “She has lost her mind and is an economic traitor to the nation. There 
are NO grounds for more restrictions. Dr Kulvinder Kaur and the Canada 
Health Alliance are the science as are Dr Simone Gold and the America's 
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Frontline Doctors.” https://gangstersout.blogspot.com/2021/03/bonnie-henry-
opposes-science.html
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